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RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

This document is STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL and may not be reproduced, in whole
or in part, nor may its contents be distributed, in written form or orally, nor may it be used for any
purpose other than that for which it is transmitted without the specific written consent of Peregrine
Technologies (Holdings) Limited. Copyright © Peregrine Technologies (Holdings) Limited 2022. All
rights reserved.

EIIS RELIEF

Warning: Nothing presented in this document constitutes investment advice as it does not take into
account the investment objectives, knowledge and experience or financial situation of any person. You
should not act on it in any way and are advised to obtain professional advice suitable to your own
individual circumstances. The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may lose some
or all of the money you invest. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of
future performance, neither should simulated performance.

(THE “COMPANY”)

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

PEREGRINE TECHNOLOGIES (HOLDINGS) LIMITED
trading as FPD Recycling®

INTRODUCTION

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

EIIS Related Convertible Redeemable Preference Shares

Closing date for subscriptions will be 4.30 p.m. on Saturday the 31st of December 2022
or such earlier date that the directors may decide.
* Different classes of convertible redeemable preference shares will be created for each funding
round and may have different rights attaching to them.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

This document (“Investment Memorandum”) is important. The Investment Memorandum describes the
planned business activities of the Company. The Investment Memorandum is prepared in accordance with
the Companies Acts 2014.

FPD RECYCLING®

2022 EIIS Private Placement:
2,500,000 D CONVERTIBLE REDEEMABLE PREFERENCE SHARES OF €1.00 EACH

RECYCLING

PHASED EIIS PRIVATE PLACEMENT
of
15,000,000 CONVERTIBLE REDEEMABLE PREFERENCE SHARES*
AT €1.00 PER SHARE OVER A SIX-YEAR PERIOD

Investment

The allotment of D Convertible Redeemable Preference Shares will not proceed unless a minimum of
€250,000 is raised. The Promoter reserves the right to alter the minimum level after consultation with the
Company’s advisers.

The Promoter at his sole discretion reserves the right to amend the planned total of €15,000,000 in
subsequent years.
The Promoter also reserves the right to increase the subscription in the 2022 EIIS Private Placement of
the investment to in excess of €2,500,000.

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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The Company reserves the right to modify, withdraw or cancel any placing made pursuant to this Investment
Memorandum at any time prior to consummation of the placing and to reject any subscription/application,
in whole or in part, at its sole discretion.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

An individual (the “Prospective Investor”) must rely upon their own examination of the Company and
consider the risks involved before applying to subscribe for the shares. There can be no assurance that a
trading market in the shares of the Company will develop. Prospective Investor should be able to bear the
financial risk of an investment in the shares for an indefinite period and should be able to withstand a total
loss of their investment. The value of the shares may fall as well as rise and a Prospective Investor may
make a loss on any subsequent disposal of the shares.

EIIS RELIEF

Should the planned total of €15,000,000 not be raised by 31 December 2024, the Company may extend
the deadline or seek to raise any additional monies in subsequent years if necessary to fund the business.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

The information contained in the Investment Memorandum relates to the private invitation to subscribe
(the “Invitation”) for up to 2,500,000 D Convertible Redeemable Preference Shares of €1.00 each in the
Company for €1.00 per share.
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An investment in the Company may not be suitable for all recipients of this Investment Memorandum. An
investment in the Company should only be undertaken by investors who are able to bear the economic risk
of the investment for the medium to long term, and who can afford to sustain a total loss of their investment.

Responsibility

An Application Form, if accepted, will be on the basis that the Investor acknowledges that the Promoter,
the Directors, the Company and its advisers have no liability of any description in connection with any
losses, damages, costs or expenses incurred by Investors or the unavailability, withdrawal or curtailment of
any tax relief or any advantages in connection with any investment in the Company.
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No person has been authorised to give any information or to make any representation in connection with this
Invitation other than as contained in this Investment Memorandum and any such information or representation
which may be given or made and is not contained in this Investment Memorandum must not be relied upon as
having been authorised by or on behalf of the Company. Neither the delivery of this Investment Memorandum
nor the allotment of any EIIS Shares made in connection with this Invitation shall, at any time, imply that the
information contained herein is correct at or at any time subsequent to the date hereof.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

This Investment Memorandum is provided for assistance only and is not intended to be, and must not alone
be taken as, the basis for an investment decision. It is intended for use only by the person to whom it
is addressed, and his/her professional advisers, it is intended only to provide a general overview of the
Investment opportunity and proposed structure to Prospective Investors, it is not, nor does it purport to be,
comprehensive and is strictly for information purposes only.

EIIS RELIEF

The Company has not verified the information contained herein. Accordingly, no representation, warranty
or undertaking, express or implied, is made and no responsibility is or will be accepted by the Company
or its advisers as to the accuracy or the completeness of the information contained in this Investment
Memorandum or any other information provided by or on behalf of the Company in connection with a
Prospective Investor’s investigation of the Company, or as to the availability of any tax relief advantages.
The Promoter, the Company, its Shareholders, Directors, employees and advisers do not and will not
accept any liability in relation to the information contained in this Investment Memorandum or any other
information provided by or on behalf of the Company in connection with this Invitation.

FPD
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The Company is a private company limited by shares. None of the shares in the capital of the Company are
listed, quoted, or dealt on any stock exchange, nor has any application been made to any stock exchange
for listing, or for quotation of, or for permission to deal in any part of the Company’s share capital, nor is it
intended to make any such application in the future.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Any investment in the Company should be regarded as speculative and there can be no guarantee that
investors will receive any return on their investment. Performance of any investment can be dependent on
factors that cannot be controlled, for example changes in management. As with any investment linked to
stocks and shares, it is possible that the value may fall below that of the original investment, as prices may
go down as well as up. Investors wishing to claim Employment and Investment Incentive Scheme relief are
referred to the Employment and Investment Incentive Scheme (EIIS) Legislation Summary as set out in
Section 7 of this Investment Memorandum.

FPD RECYCLING®

Tax information contained in this Investment Memorandum is for general guidance purposes only. Investor
eligibility for EIIS relief is not guaranteed. Prospective Investors should consult their own tax advisers to
confirm how the relevant rules and relief apply to their own particular circumstances.

RECYCLING

Such consultation should give special consideration to:
• The risks involved in an investment in shares in private companies such as proposed by the Investment,
as set out in Section 6 of this Investment Memorandum.
• The Prospective Investor’s own financial circumstances and tax position.
• The risks associated with commercial failure.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

An investment in the shares involves a high degree of risk. Any Prospective Investor considering subscribing
to the EIIS Private Placement in the Company (the “Investment”) should make their own independent
commercial assessment of the information and the data contained herein or referred to herein and obtain
independent legal, financial, tax, and accounting advice to determine the merits and risks of the investment.
Personal financial advice should be sought from a stockbroker, bank manager, accountant, solicitor, or other
independent adviser authorised or exempted under the European Union (Markets in Financial Instruments)
(Amendment) Regulations 2017 or the Investment Intermediaries Act, 1995 (as amended) who specialises
in advising on the acquisition of shares and other securities.

INTRODUCTION

Risk factors

Pursuant to the European Union (Prospectus) Regulations 2019 this Investment Memorandum does not and
shall not be deemed to constitute an invitation or offer to the public in the Republic of Ireland or elsewhere.

Information set out in this Investment Memorandum may be subject to change without notice to recipients,
but the Company will use all reasonable endeavours to notify recipients of any such material change.

This Investment Memorandum shall not be distributed outside the Republic of Ireland.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

The Promoter, whose name appears in the Appendix, accepts responsibility for the information contained
in this Investment Memorandum. To the best knowledge of the Promoter, who has taken all reasonable care
to ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this Investment Memorandum is in accordance
with the facts and there is no omission likely to affect the import of such information.

FPD RECYCLING®

The Company cannot guarantee future results, growth rates, levels of activity, performance, or achievements.
The items of illustrative financial information set out in the Investment Memorandum do not constitute profit
forecasts. Moreover, neither the Company and its adviser nor any other person (including the Directors)
assume any responsibility or liability for the accuracy and completeness of these projections and are under
no duty to update any of the forward-looking statements after the date of this Investment Memorandum.

RECYCLING

This Investment Memorandum may not be used in connection with any offer to or solicitation by anyone in
any jurisdiction outside of Ireland or in any circumstances in which such offer or solicitation is not authorised
or is unlawful. Persons into whose possession this Investment Memorandum comes are required by the
Company to inform themselves about and to observe any such restrictions.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

This Investment Memorandum is not and shall not be deemed to be a prospectus within the meaning of the
Companies Acts 2014 or for the purposes of the European Union (Prospectus) Regulations 2019 or the
Investment Funds, Companies and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 2005.

INTRODUCTION

This Investment Memorandum is not being distributed (and no offer of the EIIS Shares is being or will be
made) to the public and this Investment Memorandum has not been filed, registered or approved in any
jurisdiction, nor does it constitute a public offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any shares,
debentures or securities of the Company. No information set out in this Investment Memorandum or the
fact of its distribution will form the basis of any contract.

Confidentiality

By accepting this Investment Memorandum, Prospective Investors are deemed to undertake and warrant
to the Company that they will keep it confidential. This Investment Memorandum is provided to you on a
personal basis and the right to participate in the Invitation and investigation process is personal to you
and may not be assigned or transferred to any other person.
As required under current Data Protection Legislation interested applicants are advised that data provided
may be processed using computer systems or otherwise in assessing and managing applications and in
effecting the on-going promotion and management of the EIIS Private Placement. Further information on
how the Company and/or its advisers process personal data is available on request.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Data Protection Notification

EIIS RELIEF

This Investment Memorandum shall not be copied, reproduced or distributed (in whole or in part) or
discussed or used by the recipients in any manner whatsoever (other than to evaluate the potential
investment) without the prior written consent of the Company.

FPD
RECYCLING
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This Investment Memorandum is confidential and is only being made available to a limited number of
persons, for the purpose of enabling them to consider applying to subscribe for shares in the Company. This
Investment Memorandum has been prepared for information purposes only with the express understanding
that it will be read solely by the addressee and his/her professional advisers. Neither this Investment
Memorandum nor any part of it shall be used for any other purpose.

Dated: 15 October 2022
APPENDIX
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“ A true impact
investment
that works for
you and our
planet.”
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SECTION 1

1

INTRODUCTION

Paudy O'Brien CEO

INTRODUCTION
THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
RECYCLING
FPD RECYCLING®

FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS
- Sustainable Investment
Opportunity (the Investment)
is a straightforward tax
efficient way to invest in an
innovative Irish Cleantech
business delivering fully
automated recycling
solutions to the international
e-waste recycling sector
that are affordable, safe,
environmentally friendly, and
profitable.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

target return in a

that works for you
and our planet

EIIS RELIEF

Sustainable
EIIS Investment

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

100%

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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MAKE

WASTE

REDUCED WASTE
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TAKE

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

MOVE AWAY FROM CURRENT
“TAKE-MAKE-WASTE”

EIIS RELIEF

FPD PRO® MACHINES

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

INCREASED RECYCLING

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS
is a true Impact Investment
promoting Sustainability
and the Circular Economy.

FPD RECYCLING®

FPD Recycling® delivers fully automated recycling
solutions to the international e-waste recycling
sector that are affordable, safe, environmentally
friendly and profitable. Traditional recycling
activities (like shredding and manual disassembly)
are not keeping pace with the global growth
of e-waste, causing environmental, social and
economic issues.

FPD Recycling’s® FPD PRO® is transforming the
way end of life screens are processed by providing
a solution that depollutes them in a safe, compliant
and profitable manner. This is a true Impact
Investment in an Irish Cleantech company that is
promoting the Circular Economy by creating safe,
sustainable and flexible automation solutions for
all forms of difficult and hazardous e-waste.

RECYCLING

FPD Recycling® is an Irish Cleantech company
established in 2019 offering global proprietary
urban mining technology that allows us to move
away from the current ‘take-make-waste’ model to
a Sustainable Circular Economy, where materials
are reused and remanufactured.

FPD Recycling’s® vision is that all used televisions,
laptops and monitors, collectively referred to as
flat panel displays (“FPDs”), in the world become
a valuable commodity rather than hazardous
waste. With this objective in mind, FPD Recycling®
has developed a fully automated, high throughput, robotic recycling system that transforms the
recycling of flat screens into a profitable business.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS (the “Investment”) offers
higher rate taxpayers an opportunity to efficiently
shelter a portion of their taxable income using the
Employment Investment Incentive Scheme (“EIIS”)
which is a tax relief incentive scheme. Investors can
shelter total taxable income (which includes, for
example PAYE, Rental, Dividend, Share Options,
Bonuses and Pension/ARF income sources) with
one investment. EIIS is now one of the few sources
of Total Income Relief available. Relief under FPD
Recycling 2022 EIIS shall apply only to eligible
shares which are issued on or before 31 December
2022.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
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FPD PRO®

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

APPENDIX

FPD Recycling® is transforming the way end of life
FPDs are processed by providing a solution that
depollutes FPDs in a safe, legislative compliant
and profitable manner for the recycler.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

There is currently a significant gap within the
recycling industry for a credible automated
solution for recycling FPDs and given the number
of FPDs scheduled to reach end of life over the
next ten years this has created a significant market
opportunity for FPD Recycling®.

Currently e-waste recyclers encounter problems
liberating valuable material from hazardous
material contained within FPDs. Most e-waste
recyclers simply opt to incur the cost of disposing of
the full FPD and lose out on the potential revenues
that can be derived for the sale of the valuable
material contained in FPDs, known as “fractions”.
FPD PRO® is a state-of-the-art environmentally
sustainable machine that depollutes the FPD
allowing the recycler to liberate clean high-quality
fractions. The recovered material can be sold on
by the recycler allowing the material to re-enter
the value chain. This gives recyclers the ability
to create a very profitable business division
based around the recycling of FPDs. EU and US
legislation supports the model of local recycling
and the retention of strategic resources for re-use.

EIIS RELIEF

The activities of the recycling industry are becoming
more regulated globally, creating opportunities
for technology-based solutions. Consumers are
demanding that manufacturers embrace and
promote Circular Economy and Sustainability
strategies.

Using manual disassembly one operative can
disassemble approximately 4 to 6 televisions in
1 hour. One operative using the FPD PRO® can
depollute 80 televisions in 1 hour and the process
takes place in an enclosed cell with a sophisticated
filtration system, preventing the exposure of any
members of the workforce to hazardous and/or
toxic materials such as mercury and liquid crystal.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

The e-waste sector is lagging sales, with some 359
million TVs and PC monitors sold annually between
2012 and 2019 according to the UN. The growth
rate in new sales over this 8-year period was 29%,
however over the last 3 years in that period the
growth rate increased dramatically to 43%.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

This meant roughly $57 billion worth
of gold, silver, copper, and other
components that are considered
"recoverable materials" were dumped or
burned.

The current process of manual disassembly,
which many recyclers are using has 3 major
disadvantages:
• it is expensive;
• it is slow and dangerous; and
• workers are exposed to hazardous components
contained in FPDs.

FPD RECYCLING®

E-waste is the fastest growing waste stream –
according to the UN, in 2019 53.6 million tonnes
of e-waste (of which 6.7 million tonnes were
FPDs – that’s approximately 670 million screens)
was generated globally. Only 17.4% of e-waste is
documented to be formally collected and recycled.

The FPD PRO®, which is the flagship product
from FPD Recycling®, is a fully automated,
robotic recycling system that removes hazardous
components from TVs, monitors and laptops
(FPDs), enabling safe further processing and
recovery of over 95% of the materials contained
in FPDs.

RECYCLING

E-WASTE
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Deals closed to date have a contract value of €8.4
million and will generate annual recurring revenue
of €1.2 million.

TOTAL FUNDING
(CURRENT WORK PLAN)

€1.89M

€0.81M

€0.81M

€7.5M

TOTAL GRANT AID

EIC EQUITY

FUNDING

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

Specific areas planned for the 2022 EIIS Private
Placement are as follows:
• To fund the scale-up and growth of the business
globally.
• To fund the employment of additional highly
skilled key employees to allow the business to
scale globally.
• To fund the deployment pipeline of new
technologies and to advance the Company’s
carbon credit trading program in tandem with
support from the European Innovation Council
and Enterprise Ireland.

APPENDIX
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The Company has already been funded by:
• EIIS Funding of €5.2 million, €2.5 million of which
has come from one of Ireland’s leading Impact
Investment firms.
• Enterprise Ireland match funding of €350,000
for 2022, with a further €450,000 to be agreed
for 2023.
• Promoter funds by way of share capital of
€400,000.
• Debt financing of €400,000 from AIB Bank.
• Sweat equity of €1.5 million.
• Enterprise Ireland, Irish Manufacturing Research
and CIRCULÉIRE grant supports of €500,000.

SERIES-A
MATCH EQUITY

EIIS RELIEF

The Company reserves the right to alter the amount
it is seeking to raise and/or seek to raise any
additional monies if necessary to fund the business.

EIC EQUITY

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

The Company plans to put a further 10 machines
in build over the next six months which will be
debt funded and ring-fenced in a wholly owned
subsidiary of FPD Recycling®. To manage supply
chain logistics and delays the Company has
pre-ordered the longest lead items for these 10
machines.

€17.7M

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

The Company has 4 machines currently awaiting
shipping, on which terms have been agreed with
customers, with expected deployment dates in Q4
2022 and Q1 2023.

Impact of EIC Funding

FPD RECYCLING®

The Company expects to complete purchase
orders for 15 machines in 2023. Of these, the
Company expects to deploy 13 machines under
the Technology as a Service (“TaaS”) model and
the final 2 machines will be capital sales with
associated maintenance contracts.

EIC is Europe’s flagship innovation
programme to identify, develop and
scale up breakthrough technologies
and game changing innovations.

RECYCLING

FPD Recycling® currently has in excess of 106
customer leads globally. The Company issued 8
proposals to recyclers in Q3 2022 and is currently
in the final stages of negotiation with several
e-waste recyclers across the globe.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

FPD Recycling® has customers in Europe, UK,
and Australasia and the first FPD PRO® is being
shipped to the US in Q4 2022, to eLoop llc based
in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

• Disruptive Technologies Innovation Fund, the
Company is awaiting a final announcement of
grant funding totalling €6 million for a collaborative
project with the University of Limerick and other
industry partners. DTIF is managed by the
Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment
and administered by Enterprise Ireland.
• European Innovation Council ("EIC"), the
Company has been approved for EU Grant
Funding (non-dilutive) of €1.89 million and is
eligible for follow-on EU Equity Investment of
€8.31 million by the EIC (to be matched by other
qualified investor(s)) under the EIC Accelerator.
The total funding package is €17.7 million.

INTRODUCTION

SALES

INTRODUCTION

KEY FEATURES

WATCH VIDEO:
FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
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Up to 40% tax relief can be claimed in the year in which
the investment is made against PAYE, Rental, Dividend,
Share Options, Bonuses and Pension/ARF income sources.

5

FPD Recycling® is an Enterprise Ireland supported
company.

6

FPD Recycling® was awarded EU grant funding and
is eligible for EU equity investment under Europe’s
flagship innovation programme.

7

This is a true IMPACT Investment in a company that
reduces waste by recycling flat panel display screens
more efficiently, promoting Sustainability and the
Circular Economy.

8

An investment in a genuine Alternative Asset Class
offering investors Portfolio Diversification.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE
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FPD Recycling® was founded by and is run by an
Experienced Management Team.

FPD RECYCLING®

3

Targeted Return on Investment (“ROI”) of 100% over the
four-year holding period (including income tax saving).

RECYCLING

1

Sustainable Investment Opportunity in an innovative Irish
Cleantech business that qualifies for EIIS relief.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF

CASH

BONDS

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

EQUITIES

ALTERNATIVES

APPENDIX

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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• An Investor can claim taxation relief on this
qualifying investment of up to a maximum of
€250,000 per year of assessment.

100,000

Uplift

28%
€1.28

POTENTIAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Sale Proceeds

128,000

Net Cost of Investment

64,000

Gross Return

64,000

Capital Gains Tax
Net Return
IRR*
Annual Average Compound Return (gross)
Total Return on Investment (gross)

Total Return on Investment (net of tax)*
Potential Times Return
* Exit >5 years and CGT treatment

56,499
17.14%
18.92%
100.00%
17.14%
88.28%
1.62

APPENDIX

Annual Average Compound Return
(net of tax)*

7,501

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

The High-Income Earners Restriction does not
apply to EIIS investments so tax relief may be
claimed on the Investment, up to a maximum of
€250,000, without this restriction in the year of
investment.

4

EIIS RELIEF

are
four
this
the

• The Investor’s exposure is limited to the up-front
equity investment.
• The Investor does not need to have recurring tax
exposure.

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

Number of shares (for illustration only)

€1.00

Term of investment minimum (years)

• EIIS is one of the few sources of Total Income
Relief available.
• EIIS is a short-term, one-off decision which has
an immediate taxation impact.
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€100,000

Cost (for illustration only)

Estimated Market Value on exit

The key attractions of EIIS relief are:

Under current taxation legislation funds
required to be committed for a minimum of
years after the EIIS Shares are issued but
period can be longer at the discretion of
Company.

Investment Subscription

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

• Statement of Qualification (“SQ EII 3”) will be
issued directly by FPD Recycling® to the Investor
which will allow the Investor to claim relief in their
income tax return for the year in which they made
the qualifying investment.

If, as projected, the Investment returns €1.28 for
every €1.00 invested, it should generate a pre-tax
return on investment (“ROI”) of 25% per annum or
100% over the minimum four-year term (including
the income tax saved based on current tax
legislation) on the Qualifying Investor’s net initial
investment, assuming the individual has sufficient
taxable income at the marginal rate of tax.
ASSUMPTIONS

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

• The abolition of the phased basis for claiming
tax relief which means that an individual paying
the marginal rate of income tax can claim 40%
tax relief in the year in which the Investment is
made.

INVESTOR RETURN

FPD RECYCLING®

Changes to the EIIS legislation in recent years has
made it more attractive for Investors.

In the event that the Revenue
Commissioners effect a clawback
of the Investors’ EIIS relief due to
the Company not being a qualifying
company for EIIS purposes, this
clawback will be suffered by the
Company and not the Investors (as
had been the case for investments
prior to 1 January 2019).

RECYCLING

The Employment Investment Incentive
Scheme (EIIS) is a tax relief incentive
scheme, which provides small and
medium enterprises with early-stage
and/or growth funding and qualifying
investors with income tax relief.

TARGETED
RETURNS

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS is a private invitation to
subscribe for shares in the Company and offers
higher rate taxpayers an opportunity to efficiently
shelter a portion of their taxable income using
EIIS relief. Investors can shelter total taxable
income (which includes, for example PAYE, Rental,
Dividend, Share Options, Bonuses and Pension/
ARF income sources) with one investment.

INTRODUCTION

100%

INVESTMENT STRUCTURE

INTRODUCTION

INVESTMENT SUMMARY
TAX RELIEF

Private placement of Convertible Redeemable
Preference Shares.

Tax saving of up to 40% under EIIS relief in the year
the Investment is made.

INVESTOR EXIT

FEES

The Investment has a planned exit date of 1 January
2027. The buy-out is capped at €1.28 per share,
which is equivalent to an annual coupon of 7%.

An admission fee of 4% (inclusive of VAT) will be
payable by Investors upon subscription for the EIIS
Shares. This money will be used to defray investment
set-up and running costs.

Minimum subscription amount €20,000 up to a
maximum of €250,000.

EXPECTED TERM

INVESTOR RETURN

CLOSING DATE
Completed Application Form, Deed of Authorisation
and Subscription Monies must be received on or
INVESTOR
EXPECTED
FPD
before 4.30pm on Saturday,
31 December 2022.

MONIES
IN THE
BOND

10 NEW
FPD PRO®
MACHINES

RECYCLING®
EXPERTISE

FPD RECYCLING®

If as projected, the Investment returns €1.28 for
every €1.00 invested, it should generate a pre-tax
return on investment (ROI) of 100% over 4 years.

Minimum of 4 years from the date of investment.

RECYCLING

SUBSCRIPTION

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

EIIS INVESTMENT

IMPACT INVESTMENT
FPD PRO®
MACHINE

TAKING STEPS TOWARDS A
MORE SUSTAINABLE WORLD

INVESTOR
MONIES
IN THE
BOND

FPD
RECYCLING®
EXPERTISE

Edmund Burke

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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“ Nobody made a greater mistake than he who
did nothing because he could do only a little”

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

IMPACT INVESTMENT

EIIS RELIEF

Investing in FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS will not,
by itself, solve these challenges for individuals.
However, making an IMPACT Investment decision
of this type could either start the process of using
your investment capital to assist with solving the
many sustainability challenges ahead or accelerate
that process as a further Impact Investment to
add to your Impact Investment portfolio.

FPD PRO®
MACHINES

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

For many of us, taking the first steps towards
leading a more sustainable life, reducing our carbon
footprint or making a positive environmental impact
with our investment decisions can be daunting. For
some of us, we have already taken these initial
steps but are nonetheless overwhelmed by the
scale of the global challenge and wonder what
we can really do as individuals that will have a
meaningful impact on this challenge.
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· Sustainable Investing

RECYCLING

· Impact Investing

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
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INTRODUCTION

2

IMPACT INVESTING
TO PROMOTE THE
CIRCULAR ECONOMY

· What is the Circular Economy?
· The European Innovation Council

FPD RECYCLING®

· The EU Green Deal

FPD PRO®
MACHINE
FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Judith Rodin

EIIS RELIEF

“ Impact investing
can be a powerful
instrument of change.”

APPENDIX
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THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
RECYCLING

FPD RECYCLING®

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

EIIS RELIEF

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

APPENDIX
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FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

What are Impact Investments?

Elements of Impact Investing

Intentionality: An investor’s intention to have a
positive social or environmental impact through
investments is essential to impact investing.

Sustainability is commonly described along
the lines of three dimensions (also called
pillars): environmental, economic and social.

Range of Return Expectations: Impact investments
target financial returns that range from below
market to risk-adjusted market rate and can be
made across many investment types including
but not limited to cash equivalents, fixed income,
venture capital, and private equity.

SOCIAL

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Impact Measurement: A hallmark of impact investing
is the commitment to measure and report the social
and environmental performance and progress of
underlying investments, ensuring transparency
and accountability while informing the practice of
impact investing and building the field.

FPD RECYCLING®

Investment with Return Expectations: Impact
investments are expected to generate a financial
return on capital or, at minimum, a return of capital.

SUSTAINABLE

ENVIRONMENT

RECYCLING

The practice of impact investing is further defined
by the following 4 elements:

Traditional investing delivers value by
translating investor capital into investment
opportunities that carry risks commensurate
with
expected
returns.
Sustainable
investing balances traditional investing with
environmental, social, and governancerelated (ESG) insights to improve long-term
outcomes.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Impact investments are investments made with the
intention to generate positive, measurable social and
environmental impact alongside a financial return.

SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

INTRODUCTION

IMPACT INVESTING

ECONOMIC
FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Source: Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) (April 2019)
https://thegiin.org/impact-investing/needto-know/#:~:text=NOUN%3A%20Impact%20
investments%20are%20investments,impact%20
alongside%20a%20financial%20return

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

“

Niall FitzGerald

EIIS RELIEF

“

Sustainability is
here to stay, or
we may not be.

APPENDIX
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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY?

Securing recycled
raw materials for
manufacturing

Avoiding
earth mining

Harvesting parts
for repairs

Containing
toxic waste

Consumers will also be provided with more durable
and innovative products that will increase their
quality of life and save them money in the long
term.
Source: European Parliament (April 2022)
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/
economy/20151201STO05603/circular-economydefinition-importance-and-benefits

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

APPENDIX

In addition, extracting and using raw materials
has a major impact on the environment. It also
increases energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
However, a smarter use of raw materials can lower
CO2 emissions.

Moving towards a more circular economy could
deliver benefits such as reducing pressure on the
environment, improving the security of the supply
of raw materials, increasing competitiveness,
stimulating innovation, boosting economic growth
(an additional 0.5% of gross domestic product),
creating jobs (700,000 jobs in the EU alone by
2030).

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

The world's population is growing and with it the
demand for raw materials. However, the supply
of critical raw materials (CRMs) is limited. Finite
supplies also means most countries are dependent
on other countries for their raw materials.

Measures such as waste prevention, eco-design
and re-use could save companies money while also
reducing total annual greenhouse gas emissions.
Currently, the production of materials we use
everyday account for 45% of the CO2 emissions.

EIIS RELIEF

Why do we need to switch to a Circular
Economy?

What are the benefits of a Circular
Economy?
FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

This is a departure from the traditional, linear
economic model, which is based on a take-makeconsume-throw away pattern. This model relies
on large quantities of cheap, easily accessible
materials and energy.

Reduce, Re-use and Recycle!

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

In practice, it implies reducing waste to a minimum.
When a product reaches the end of its life, its
materials are kept within the economy wherever
possible. These can be productively used again
and again, thereby creating further value.

WATCH VIDEO:

FPD RECYCLING®

Providing new
measurements &
data insights

Minimising
landfill waste

RECYCLING

Creating
green jobs

The circular economy is a model of production
and consumption, which involves sharing, leasing,
reusing, repairing, refurbishing and recycling
existing materials and products as long as possible.
In this way, the life cycle of products is extended.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Saving CO2
emissions
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APPENDIX

Ursula Von Der Leyen

In addition the Commission presented the EU
Circular Economy Action Plan in March 2020,
which includes measures along the entire life
cycle of products promoting circular economy
processes, fostering sustainable consumption and
guaranteeing less waste. The plan focuses on:
• electronics and ICT;
• batteries and vehicles;
• packaging and plastics;
• textiles;
• construction and buildings; and
• the food chain.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

“

The European Green
Deal is our new growth
strategy. It will help us
cut emissions while
creating jobs.

Boosting the circular economy

EIIS RELIEF

For the EU to reach the 2030 target, the
Commission proposed a package of new and
revised legislation known as Fit for 55 in 2021,
comprising 13 interlinked revised laws and six
proposed laws on climate and energy.

MEPs will decide on their position on energy topics
such as renewables, efficiency and taxes in the
coming months.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Business will also benefit as opportunities are
created in areas where Europe aims to set global
standards. It is also expected to generate jobs,
for example in renewable energy, energy efficient
buildings and processes.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

It should allow the targets to be more easily
applied to legislation and should create benefits
such as cleaner air, water and soil; reduced energy
bills; renovated homes; better public transport
and more charging stations for e-cars; less waste;
healthier food and better health for current and
future generations.

Earlier in June 2022, MEPs adopted their position
on:
• effort-sharing between EU countries to increase
national targets for emissions reductions in sectors not covered by the ETS, notably
transport, agriculture, buildings and waste
management - from 29% to 40% by 2030;
• the reinforcement of rules to increase carbon
removal in the land use, land-use change and
forestry sector;
• a proposal to guarantee that new cars and vans
in the EU produce zero net emissions in 2035;
and
• a revision of emissions allowances for aviation,
to include all flights departing from the European
Economic Area in the scheme and a potential
solution for the flights outside the EU (known as
Corsia).

FPD RECYCLING®

Parliament and Council reached a provisional
agreement to increase the EU’s 2030 emissions
reductions target from 40% to at least 55%.
Parliament adopted the EU Climate Law on 24
June 2021, which makes legally binding a target
of reducing emissions 55% by 2030 and climate
neutrality by 2050. This moves the EU closer to its
post-2050 objective of negative emissions and
confirms its leadership in the global fight against
climate change.

RECYCLING

Achieving Green Deal goals - Enshrining
climate neutrality in law

On 22 June 2022, Parliament adopted its position
on:
• the revision of the emissions trading scheme
(ETS) to include polluting sectors, such as
buildings and road transport and phase out free
allowances by 2032;
• the implementation of the carbon leakage
instrument that should put a carbon price
on imported goods to counter relocation to
countries with less ambitious climate targets;
and
• a fund to ensure a fair energy transition by
tackling the resulting energy and mobility poverty,
funded by the auctioning of ETS allowances.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

The Green Deal is the EU’s answer to the ongoing
climate crisis. In November 2019, the Parliament
declared a climate emergency asking the European
Commission to adapt all its proposals in line with a
1.5 °C target for limiting global warming and ensure
that greenhouse gas emissions are significantly
reduced. In response, the Commission unveiled
the European Green Deal, a roadmap for Europe
becoming a climate-neutral continent by 2050.

INTRODUCTION

WATCH VIDEO:
Green Deal - what is it?

THE EU GREEN DEAL

Our technology is
developed, proven
in the market and
ready to scale
globally.

“

FPD Pro®
Machines
Increased
Recycling and
reduced waste
= promoting
Sustainability and
the Circular
Economy

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

The EIC's unique approach to identifying,
developing and scaling up Europe’s breakthrough
technologies and game-changing innovation is
already delivering tangible results to support
the objectives of the Green Deal.

Invest
in Bond

EIIS RELIEF

The fully-fledged European Innovation Council
(EIC) was launched in March 2021. Established
under the EU Horizon Europe programme, the
EIC has a budget of €10.1 billion.

The reduction of waste due to the increased
recycling activities of FPD Recycling’s® customers
using the FPD PRO® technology promotes
Sustainability and the Circular Economy.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

It is clear that the ambition of the Green Deal
and these new proposals is enormous. To reach
them, we need hard work, change our habits
and we need new and innovative solutions. And
this is where the European Innovation Council
(EIC) comes in. It supports the most visionary
researchers, inventors and entrepreneurs to
transfer fundamental research and ideas into
market opportunities.

An investment that will;
1) drive global change in recycling;
2) reduce CO2 emissions;
3) create Cleantech jobs in Ireland; and
4) provide a targeted return on investment of
100%.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

On 15 December 2021, the European Commission
adopted a new set of proposals to support the
ambition captured in the Green Deal to make
Europe the first climate-neutral continent by
2050 - and boosting its competitiveness while
doing so. The package includes, amongst others,
proposals on restoring sustainable carbon
cycles, revising the directive on the energy
performance of buildings, and a new EU urban
mobility framework.

An Investment in the FPD Recycling
2022 EIIS is a true Impact Investment

FPD RECYCLING®

THE EUROPEAN
INNOVATION
COUNCIL

RECYCLING

Paudy O’Brien CEO

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Source: European Parliament (June 2022)
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/
priorities/covid-19-recovery

“

INTRODUCTION

On 13 July 2022, MEPs voted in favour of the EU's
new industrial strategy to help businesses overcome
the Covid-related crisis and make the transition to
a greener, circular economy. In November 2021,
MEPs called for a more comprehensive EU strategy
for critical raw materials to make Europe less
dependent on the imports of critical raw materials
that are crucial for its strategic industries.

APPENDIX

Source: https://eic.ec.europa.eu/news/green-dealchallenge-eic-supports-solutions-2021-12-15_en

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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· General Benefits of Recycling
· Recycling Process for
Used Electronics
· Recycling Flat Panel
Displays or Screens

RECYCLING

3
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FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

EIIS RELIEF

“ When you
put the whole
picture together.
Recycling is the
right thing to do.”

Pam Shoemaker

GENERAL BENEFITS OF RECYCLING

RECYCLING
FPD RECYCLING®

Source: US Environment Protection Agency (December 2021)
https://www.epa.gov/recycle/recycling-basics

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Reduces the amount of waste sent to landfills and
incinerators
Conserves natural resources such as timber, water
and minerals
Increases economic security by tapping a source of
materials
Prevents pollution by reducing the need to collect
new raw materials
Saves energy
Supports manufacturing and conserves valuable
resources
Helps create jobs in the recycling and manufacturing
industries

INTRODUCTION

Recycling is the
process of collecting
and processing
materials that would
otherwise be thrown
away as trash and
turning them into new
products. Recycling
benefits communities
and the environment.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE
FFPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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RECYCLING PROCESS FOR USED ELECTRONICS

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
RECYCLING
FPD RECYCLING®
FPD PRO®
MACHINE

RECYCLING FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS OR SCREENS
FFPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Why should screens be recycled properly?

Protect people and
the environment

E-waste contains many valuable
materials from aluminium, steel and
copper to glass and plastics as well
as Critical Raw Materials (CRMs)
including Indium. They can all be
recovered and reused.

Using secondary raw
materials rather than primary
(mined) raw materials has
a significantly lower carbon
footprint.

E-waste components contain heavy
metals or plastics with brominated
flame retardants that can be toxic to
both humans and the environment.

€
Save
resources

Enable Circular
Economy

Taking urgent action to address
the fastest growing waste stream
(e-waste) and continuing R&D
to keep up with changing and
problematic waste streams.

We need to ensure the best
use of the planet's resources
and minimise environmental
impacts.

To reduce pressure on the
environment and improve the
security of the supply of raw
materials, but also to increase
competitiveness or stimulate
innovation.

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

APPENDIX

Deal with
e-waste stream

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Reduce carbon
footprint

EIIS RELIEF

Recover valuable
materials
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· About FPD Recycling®

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
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FPD RECYCLING®

· FPD Recycling® Story
· Our Future Product Roadmap
· Meet the Management Team

FPD
RECYCLING®

· Other Projects

· Urban Mining
· Customers
· Longer Term Ambitions

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

· Partnering with Industry Leaders

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
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EIIS RELIEF

FPD Recycling’s®
vision is that every
used flat screen in
the world becomes a
valuable commodity
rather than a
hazardous waste.

25

FPD Recycling® is an Irish Cleantech company
offering global proprietary urban mining technology
that facilitates the move away from the traditional
linear economic model, which is based on a
‘take-make-consume-throw away’ model, to a
Sustainable Circular Economy where materials are
reused and remanufactured.

FPD Recycling® was established in 2019 by a team
of experienced entrepreneurs with deep technical
knowledge and significant global experience in
building engineering teams, e-waste recycling,
complex automation, software engineering, sales
and finance. Since then, they have been building
a highly competent and dedicated international
team, bringing together all the skills necessary to
grow the Company.

FPD Recycling® promotes the Circular
Economy by creating safe, sustainable
and flexible automation solutions for all
forms of difficult and hazardous e-waste.

APPENDIX

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

FPD Recycling’s® efforts to change
the e-waste recycling industry have
been recognised by the European
Innovation Council (“EIC”) with the
Company being approved in October
2022 for EU Grant Funding (nondilutive) of €1.89 million and the
Company is also is eligible for followon EU Equity Investment of €8.31
million by the EIC (to be matched by
other qualified investor(s)) under the
EIC Accelerator. The total funding
package is €17.7 million.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
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Today FPD Recycling® is happy to see that, thanks
to its technologies, the perception of e-waste is
changing from an environmental risk and disposal
problem to a valuable resource of secondary raw
materials.

EIIS RELIEF

FPD Recycling® is transforming the way end of life
screens are processed by providing a solution that
depollutes them in a safe, compliant and profitable
manner.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

The e-waste recycling industry is in urgent need
of an efficient, low cost and safe recycling process.
With this objective in mind FPD Recycling® has
developed fully automated, high through-put,
robotic recycling systems that are transforming
the recycling of flat screens and laptops into a
profitable business line.

FPD Recycling’s® business model focuses on the
generation of reoccurring revenue and providing
the recycler with a fully managed service
agreement based around the operation of the FPD
PRO® technology. The business model is based
around a fixed service agreement where FPD
Recycling® charge the end user a fixed fee linked to
the number of screens processed by the customer
which covers inspections, maintenance, servicing,
consumables and technical support (including
telephone, remote diagnostics and email).

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

FPD Recycling’s® vision is that every
used flat screen in the world becomes
a valuable commodity rather than a
hazardous waste.

FPD Recycling® has developed a unique automated
process, the FPD PRO®, capable of disassembling
flat panel displays – TVs, computer monitors and
laptops (“FPDs”) – enabling efficient and costeffective recovery of the valuable fractions, while
also eliminating the risk associated with toxic
components in electronics.

FPD
RECYCLING®

6.7 million metric tonnes of TVs, computer monitors
and laptops are added to the ever-growing e-waste
stream each year. Traditional recycling activities
(like shredding and manual disassembly) are not
keeping pace with the global growth of e-waste,
causing environmental, social and economic issues.

FPD Recycling’s® first goal was to develop a
solution for recycling TVs, monitors and laptops
which are problematic and hard to recycle. As
the solutions needed to be safe, efficient and
profitable, FPD Recycling® employed robotics,
Artificial Intelligence and machine learning as part
of its ‘deep-tech’ solution.

RECYCLING

FPD Recycling® delivers fully automated recycling
solutions to the e-waste recycling sector that
are affordable, safe, environmentally friendly and
profitable.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

FPD RECYCLING® STORY

INTRODUCTION

ABOUT FPD RECYCLING®

INTRODUCTION

TIMELINE

Recycling industry veteran Craig Thompson,
engineering, AI, automation and software
development experts - Paudy O’Brien and
Gary Moloney and finance specialist Declan
Lynch joined the forces to bring AI and robotics
innovation to the recycling industry.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

€1m investment secured

Start-up team

First machine designed

2018

Global partner secured

Patents pending
Design upgrades included separating the
machine into two - one for TVs and monitors
and second for laptop processing. It resulted in
making machines more compact and improving
processing times.

2019

First machine built
CE Certification awarded
First machine shipped

First remote installation

Engineering team expanded

Sales team expanded

Became members of

We extended our presence to USA & Canada and
Nordic region.

FPD
RECYCLING®

Machine was installed for a customer in Australia
with remote support provided due to COVID-19
restrictions.

2020

R&D team expanded

Government funding for further research into
downstream materials.

Funding agreement

We received funding from an Irish pillar bank
to assist with the deployment of our cleantech
solutions in Ireland and the UK.

€8.4m in contracts secured

From customers in Europe and USA
To showcase our FPD recycling capabilities on
the UK market, we established a business entity
- managed all aspects from planning to securing
permits. Project received investment and was
eventually fully bought out by Buy It Direct.

Circular PRO development

Match funding from Enterprise Ireland
approved

Enterprise Ireland agreed to invest €350k in the
form of equity as match funding against the FPD
Recycling® 2021 EIIS, along with other HPSU
grant supports.

Four new improved designed machines to be
operational in 2022

Secured new additional build partners

2022

Research project initiated

New research project on brominated flame
retardant (BFRs) plastics separation was initiated
in collaboration with the University of Limerick.

Key personnel hires

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Funding secured from Enterprise Ireland for
a Battery Pre-sorting R&D project

4 machines in build

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

2021

areera development project

RECYCLING

Applied to European Patent Office (EPO) for
patents around FPD recycling process and our
Artificial Intelligence solutions.

2.0 design

European Innovation Council: New wave
of deep tech start-ups set to receive
Accelerator grants and equity investments

Machine shipped to US

EIIS RELIEF

FPD Recycling® awarded EU grant funding and
eligible for EU equity investment.

KEY MILESTONES

7

€6M

RAISED IN
SEED CAPITAL

€1.2M

€3.5M

ARR

RESEARCH
GRANT AID
SECURED

100+

ORDER
INTAKES

CUSTOMER
LEADS
GLOBALLY

2

8

PATENT
FAMILY
PENDING

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
& SERVICES TO BE
DEVELOPED FOR
RECYCLERS
FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

APPENDIX

MACHINES
DEPLOYED/
BUILT

€8.4M

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Since launching in 2019, FPD Recycling® has...
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OTHER FPD RECYCLING® PROJECTS

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Carbon Credit
Certification

Mid-infrared
Spectroscopy (MIR)
| X-ray Fluorescence
(XRF)

Data Valorisation
Computer Vision |
Artificial Intelligence |
Machine Learning

Computer Vision |
Artificial Intelligence
Models | Machine
Learning | Robotics

FPD
RECYCLING®

Gold Standard
Certification | EU ETS
| Distributed Ledger
Technology (Blockchain)

Component
harvesting for re-use
and recycling

Circular PROTM

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Fully automated robotic system for processing flat panels
Identification of polymers and BFR elements without shredding
Carbon Credit Certification
Component harvesting for re-use and recycling
Data Valorisation

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

THE FUTURE - OUR PRODUCT ROADMAP
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES WITH THE FPD PRO®

SERVICES

INDIUM TIN
OXIDE REMOVAL

PARTS
HARVESTING

FURTHER
ASSEMBLY

SMALL
SCREENS

BFR PLASTICS
IDENTIFICATION

FRACTION
SALES

DATA
INSIGHTS

OTHER PROJECTS

28
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BATTERY
PRE-SORTING

PROCESSING
OTHER E-WASTE

APPENDIX

CARBON
CREDITS

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

LAPTOP
PRO

EIIS RELIEF

PRODUCTS

RECYCLING

Identification of
polymers and BFR
elements with no
shredding

INTRODUCTION

MANAGEMENT TEAM

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Declan Lynch
CFO

Gary Moloney
COO

Innovation-focused professional

Diverse set of leadership
capabilities

Specialist in building complex
scalable software solutions

20+ years’ experience

25+ years’ experience in business
advisory roles
Expert in Corporate Structuring,
Risk Management, Funding and
Investor Relations

20+ years’ in software
engineering
Masters in Quantitative Finance
and Software Engineering

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

URBAN MINING: THE NEXT FRONTIER
IN THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

FPD
RECYCLING®

Strong background in international
business and operations

RECYCLING

Paudy O’Brien
CEO

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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PARTNERING WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

Artificial Intelligence

The FPD Pro® is manufactured
by ABB approved service
partners with a proven track
record in delivering robotic
machines.

A world leader in air filtration
and the global leader in mercury
handling in air ventilation.

Integrated with Microsoft
Cognitive Services a leading
digital transformation with
autonomous systems.

FPD
RECYCLING®

Mercury Filtration

ABB robotics is a leading
supplier of industrial robots and
robot software, equipment and
complete application solutions.

MEMBERS OF

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Located in 53 countries,
ABB Robotics have installed
>400,000 robots, supported
by the broadest service network
and offering in the industry.

ACADEMIC PARTNERS

RECYCLING

Advanced Robotics

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

FPD Recycling® believes innovation and collaboration are the key to solving the ever growing e-waste
problem. In the constant journey to make its services the best on the market, FPD Recycling® partners with
industry and academia leaders.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF

FPD RECYCLING’S® CUSTOMERS
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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INTRODUCTION

Customer Case Study – areera (UK)

· Buy It Direct Group is a UK retailer and producer of
electrical appliances

· Being actively involved in recycling enabled them to
collect thier own WEEE allowing them to:
- reduce their costs of compliance
- access to spare parts to provide a reuse/repair
option to the market on older discontinued legacy
devices (Right to Repair Act)

WATCH VIDEO:
AI Powered Screen Extraction

FPD
RECYCLING®

UK MARKET OPPORTUNITY

9.5M

3.5M

SCREENS P.A. LAPTOPS P.A.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

“

“

We see the automation,
robotics and technology
being used by areera as
a major change to the
way FPDs have been
processed previously.

First new recycling site in the UK with
the highest certifications for recycling
with a focus on Display Equipment
including legacy CRT units and
separation of plastics containing
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs).

RECYCLING

· In December 2020, they invested seven figures into
areera to enter the recycling market

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Automated Robotic
Electrical & Electronic
Recovery Associates

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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INTRODUCTION

Target Clients

FPD RECYCLING’S® TARGET CUSTOMERS
Client type

FPD PRO®

Carbon Credits

Examples

Producer Responsibility
Organisations
Electronics retailers
Original Equipment
Manufacturers
Environmental
Protection Agencies

FPD
RECYCLING®

Smelters &
Carbon Customers

Target Recycling Customers
FPD Recycling® has over 100 potential customers in the pipeline from
a diverse range of backgrounds.

• Accredited e-waste recyclers (e-stewards, R2, WEEELABEX
compliant or similar)
• Compliance schemes
• Electronic retailers and companies involved in reverse logistics
(e.g. Amazon, Walmart)

This means that the FPD PRO® is
the best available technology in
the marketplace and should
be used by all recyclers.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

• SME recyclers with:
- strong record in health and safety
- 5+ years in operation with environmental licenses
- access to feed stock >100,000 FPDs per annum
- based in regions with labour rates > €6/hour

Our customer
in the UK is the first recycler
in UK to achieve WEEELABEX
certification of conformity to the
EN 50625 WEEE Treatment
Standard for Flat Panel Display
Equipment.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

The target recycling customers have the following features:

RECYCLING

©2022 FPD Recycling

Recyclers

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Data
Valorisation

Current Pipeline – Customer Location
EIIS RELIEF

Pipeline
84.5m
100+ leads

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Contract discussions commenced
Proposal & financing option
Initial documentation sent
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Customers / Contract signed
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FPD RECYCLING’S®
LONGER TERM AMBITIONS BY 2030

THE CIRCULAR
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RECYCLING

€1B

VALUATION

€181M

SHAREHOLDER
EQUITY

€150M

€117M
EBITDA

ARR

40+

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

COUNTRIES THAT
WILL HAVE DEPLOYED
THE FPD PRO®

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

MACHINES
DEPLOYED/BUILT

FPD
RECYCLING®

200+

EIIS RELIEF

" It is critical that
we do everything
within our means to
keep 1.5 °C in reach."

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Alok Sharma, COP President
In order to achieve the 1.5 °C target, CO2 emissions must
decline by 45% (relative to 2010 levels) by 2030. As a
business we want to do everything in our power to make
the maximum contribution towards achieving this goal.

APPENDIX

WATCH VIDEO:
Emissions Gap Report 2022
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· E-waste Industry
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SECTION 5

INTRODUCTION
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FPD PRO®
MACHINE

· Why the machine was developed?
· Benefits for Recycling Customers
· Competitors
· Regulation

FPD RECYCLING®

· What it does

· Carbon Credit Project
FPD PRO®
MACHINE

· FPD Pro® Project Timeline
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FPD PRO®
MACHINE
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EIIS RELIEF
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& FAQ

Our innovative TaaS
approach is unique in
the recycling industry.

The growing amount of e-waste is driven by:
Higher consumption rates
of EEE

Shorter product life cycles

44.4Mt

2030

53.6Mt

74.7Mt

Almost doubling every 16 years
ASIA*

24.9Mt

AMERICAS*

EUROPE*

AFRICA*

OCEANIA*

13.1Mt

12Mt

2.9Mt

0.7Mt

POOR
COLLECTION & RECYCLING RATES
ASIA

AMERICAS

EUROPE

AFRICA

OCEANIA

11.7%

9.4%

42.5%

0.9%

8.8%

is not officially documented as properly

82.6% collected and recycled.
Brominated
Flame
Retardants
(BFR)

71 kt

(Hydro)chlorofluorocarbons
((H)CFCs)

98 Mt
CO2

Mercury

50 t

The global e-waste management market is estimated at €50 billion up to 2020 with 670 million new
FPDs currently being sold globally every year (270 million of which are sold in the US and Europe, the
Company's core target market).
There is currently a major gap within the recycling industry for a credible automated solution for recycling
e-waste and this has created a significant market opportunity for FPD Recycling.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Rapid advancement in technology and accelerated product obsolescence have led to the significant
growth of e-waste.

EIIS RELIEF

E-waste is an 'urban mine', as it contains
several precious, critical, and other
non-critical metals that, if recycled,
can be used as secondary materials.
The value of raw materials in the global
e-waste generated in 2019 was equal to
approximately $57 billion USD.

2019*

2014

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

E-waste contains several toxic additives,
or hazardous substances, such as
mercury, brominated flame retardants
(BFR), and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
or hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs).

Mt = million metric tons

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Since 2014, the number of countries that
have adopted a national e-waste policy,
legislation, or regulation has increased
from 61 to 78.

GLOBAL GENERATION OF E-WASTE

FPD RECYCLING®

Even countries with
a formal e-waste
management system in
place are confronted with
relatively low collection
and recycling rates.

INCREASING

RECYCLING

Many countries are challenged by the
considerable environmental and human
health risks of inadequately managed
Waste
Electrical
and
Electronic
Equipment (WEEE), widely known as
e-waste.

Few repair options

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Electrical and electronic equipment (EEE) has become an essential part of our everyday life. However, the
way in which we produce, consume, and dispose of e-waste is unsustainable.

INTRODUCTION

GLOBAL MARKET E-WASTE TRENDS – THE OPPORTUNITY

APPENDIX
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Since 2014, over
500 million flat panel
devices have been
sold in the US alone.

FPD RECYCLING®
FPD PRO®
MACHINE
FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

It is estimated
that in the next 10
years, over 1 billion
FPDs will need to be
recycled in the US.

EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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Market size

FPD Feedstock
Globally 2012-2023
FPD Feedstock
Globally 2012- 2023

TVs 35%

bn devices

0%

Laptops 25%

25%

Tablets 24%

50%

RECYCLING

8.86

Monitors 16%

75%

THE CIRCULAR
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Since 2014, over 500 million flat panel devices have
sold in the US alone.
In circulation: 6.5 billionbeen
FPDs
placed in the market since 2010 with an average life span of 7-10 years.
It is estimated that in the next 10 years, over 1 billion
Coming to market: estimated
600
million FPDs in storage. Awaiting recycling or more recently had been
FPDs will need to be recycled in the US.
sent for landfill (which is now illegal in all advanced economies) or illegally exported to less advanced
economies.
Fractions: China and wider Asia are closing their doors to accepting mixed plastic fractions, meaning that
the EU and US will have fewer options to export e-waste.

INTRODUCTION

100m

100%

800m
700m
600m

FPD RECYCLING®

Market Size (FPD sales per annum globally)

Market Size (FPD sales per annum globally)

500m
FPD PRO®
MACHINE
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201 0

Tablets

WHY THE
MACHINE
WAS
DEVELOPED?
Since
2014, over
500
million flat panel devices have

The FPD PRO® machine have been developed to service this need for the recycling customers.

FPD Feedstock Globally 2012- 2023

The FPD PRO® is the most advanced robotic FPD depollution machine in the market, the first solution to
make screen recycling both safe and profitable.

8.86
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bn
devices
0%

TVs 35%

Laptops 25%

25%

50%

Tablets 24%

75%
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WHAT IT DOES

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

The e-waste recycling industry is in urgent need of an efficient, low cost and safe recycling process. With
this objective in mind FPD Recycling® has developed fully automated, high through-put, robotic recycling
systems that are transforming the recycling of flat screens and laptops into a profitable business line. FPD
Recycling® is transforming the way end of life screens are processed by providing a solution that depollutes
them in a safe, compliant and profitable manner.

EIIS RELIEF

been
sold screens
in theare
US
alone.
An estimated
670 million
being
disposed of each year. 6.7 million metric tonnes of screens
and monitors
added to the ever
growing
e-scrap
stream
each year.over
Traditional
recycling activities
It are
is estimated
that
in the
next
10 years,
1 billion
(like shredding and manual disassembly) are not keeping pace with the global growth of e-waste, causing
FPDs will need to be recycled in the US.
environmental, social and economic issues.

Moni

INTRODUCTION
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FPD RECYCLING®

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

FPD
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EIIS RELIEF

WATCH VIDEO:
FPD PRO®
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& FAQ

WATCH VIDEO:
FPD Recycling®

Highest throughput of any dedicated flat panel recycling equipment, most versatile
and flexible FPD depolluting equipment available on the market.
Processing speed: 80 screens per hour
Screen size: 11” to 70”
Duty cycle: 7,500 hours/year

Full containment with safe removal of the hazardous components.
Processing happens in a controlled enclosure minimising worker exposure.
Advanced carbon filtration systems with control failsafe’s.
Isolated hazardous waste within the enclosure.

RECYCLING

HIGH QUALITY FRACTIONS

FPD RECYCLING®

ADVANCED SAFETY

All hazardous components (like CCFL tubes which contain mercury) isolated in a
dedicated waste bin.
LC panel and Diffuser sheets separated and directed to dedicated collection bins.
Screen/monitor shell can be further processed using standard in house techniques.

Each processed screen is weighed, identified and recorded, providing confirmation of
destruction as well as general market insights.
Highly detailed reports available, including exact number of processed screens, date
& time of processing, as well as its make, model and weight.

Compliant with legislation on treatment, health and safety. Meets the requirements of:
- EN 5026 3-1: General Depollution
- EN 50625 3-3: Depollution specification for CRTs & FPDs
- WEEE Directive
- European Machinery Directive (2005/42/EC)

To eliminate high upfront investment and reduce operational costs we offer the FPD PRO®
solution on pay-as-you-use model, with fees based on the number of screens processed.
Suitable for both the expansion of existing recycling plants, and for the business that
would like to start processing their own TV & monitor e-waste.

One operator required
Low electrical consumption
Fixed yearly costs
No maintenance risk
Easy to operate

Single subscription covers hardware, software, maintenance, service and consumables
and gives the recycler customer access to process updates, continuously coming
from our AI global learning system.

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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TECHNOLOGY AS A SERVICE

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

LOW OPERATIONAL COST

EIIS RELIEF

AFFORDABLE AND FAST INSTALLATION

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

COMPLIANCE

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

DATA INSIGHTS
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HIGH THROUGHPUT

INTRODUCTION

BENEFITS FOR RECYCLING CUSTOMERS

Scalability
With the pay-as-you-use model recycling
customers have a great flexibility – scale up or
down, as their requirements change.
The FPD PRO® machines are modular. It is easy to
add to the recycling customer's existing setup to
extend its processing capabilities.
With FPD Recycling’s® capacity to deliver and
install FPD PRO® machines globally, recycling
customers can replicate their screen recycling
facilities wherever they are required.

VIEW BROCHURE:
View customer brochure

EIIS RELIEF

As there is no need for the recycling customer to
buy the machine, FPD Recycling’s® technology is
available without high purchasing costs. The only
initial costs are shipping, installation and training
fees.

All of the FPD PRO® machines are part of a global
technology eco-system – to provide continuous
access to new features, software updates and
learnings from the global AI data.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Zero Capital Down

Access to Updates

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

FPD Recycling® retains responsibility for its
machines throughout each machine’s entire life
cycle. The recycling customer has full use of the
machines for as long as they need and pays only
for number of devices processed (subject to a
minimum floor in the TaaS Agreement), instead of
paying for the machine itself and its maintenance
and upkeep.

The FPD PRO® machine is compact and can be
installed quickly. If processing flat panel displays is
a new operation for the customer's business, FPD
Recycling® can assist with getting the permits and
licenses required.

FPD RECYCLING®

FPD Recycling® has moved away from a business
model whereby it sells the machine and considers
its job done. Instead, FPD Recycling® wants to
build long-term, mutually beneficial relationships
with its customers.

Fast Setup

RECYCLING

To truly embrace its commitment to enable a more
circular economy, FPD Recycling® offers its FPD
PRO® machines as Technology-as-a-Service
(TaaS).

The FPD PRO® machine is already compatible with
WEEELABEX, R2, E-Stewards and FPD Recycling®
is working with policy makers on future standards.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Technology as a Service

Compliance

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to FPD Recycling’s® pay-as-youuse model FPD Recycling’s® technology is
available to its recycling customers without high
purchasing cost. FPD Recycling® provides lifetime
support, maintenance and monitoring including
consumables on the entire system at a fixed cost
per screen, enabling its recycling customers to
have the use of the FPD PRO® and fixed lifecycle
costs. Every TaaS Agreement contains a minimum
usage floor of screens to be recycled each year.
The current minimum usage floor is 125,000 per
annum but this may increase.

Fixed Operational Cost

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

The recycling customer only pays for what it
processes. FPD Recycling® provides lifetime
support, maintenance and monitoring including
consumables on the entire system at a fixed cost
per screen.

APPENDIX

FPD Recycling’s® Fixed Processing Fee covers:
• Hardware
• Software updates
• Maintenance & Service
• Consumables

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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Circular Economy Impact for Recycler Customers

Keep products and
materials for longer

Growing the
Circular Economy

Modular design - quick
implementation, lower
transport footprint.

Life-time maintenance,
upgrades & remote monitoring.
Collecting the data on
processed products.

Digitalisation - remote support
and training.

Technology as a Service
business model.

RECYCLING

Retaining ownership through
machine entire lifecycle, enabling
efficient operations and its
repurposing and recycling.

Long-term relationships
with customers.

Transforming our
throwaway economy
into one where
waste is eliminated
resources are circulated,
and nature is regenerated

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Design out
the waste pollution

FPD RECYCLING®

Regenerate
natural systems
Enabling urban mining/material recovery.
Research of CO2 emissions & Carbon Credits.
Providing data to support circular economy.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

COMPETITORS
How Flat Panel Displays are Recycled today
Comparing the recycler options by processes available:
Semi Automated
MRT
System

ERDWICH

Combination of manual &
automation, e.g. just cuts the
screen

80 FPDs/hour

20-60 FPDs/hour

11”-70”

15”-60”

No exposure to any
hazardous materials

Typically exposure to
hazardous materials

Shredding

Manual
Disassembly

COMPANY

blue box

N/A

OVERVIEW

Shreds in to small parts
which have to be further
processed for separation

Workers dismantle entire
flat panels by hand

100+ FPDs/hour

4-6 FPD’s/hour

PERFORMANCE

SCREEN FEATURES

SAFETY

All

All

Fully enclosed

Exposure to hazardous
materials

There are no comparable competitors to the CircularPRO™.
42
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The Company with the support of the EIC is currently working on a holistic end to end solution, known as
the CircularPRO™, which incorporates the following additional features:
- Identification of polymers and BFR elements with no shredding;
- Carbon credit certification;
- Component harvesting for reuse & recycling; and
- Data valorisation.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

The above table only assess the Company's de-pollution technology (the FPD PRO®) against the
5.06
5.06
1.25
5.06
competition, and the FPD PRO® outperforms the
competition
FRACTION
VALUE in all key areas including the process cost
per screen and processing speed.

EIIS RELIEF

Fully automated process
for processing TVs,
monitors, laptops

Criteria

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Fully Automated

INTRODUCTION

REGULATION
A large volume of regulation has already been introduced that applies to e-waste as follows:

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
RECYCLING

FPD PRO® PROJECT TIMELINE

Commence machine
build

26 weeks

TAAS Contract
executed and
kick-off meeting

Factory testing
on machine
completed

DAY 1

DAY 86

Training
Customer
training
complete &
handover

Fully
operational

DAY 140
DAY 126

Machine ships from
builder facility

DAY 150

Machine installed
and commissioned

EIIS RELIEF

Procurement of
main equipment
ordered

Machine arrives
with customer

DAY 98

DAY 10

Letter of
Intent (LOI) +
80k fee

Shipping &
Installation 6 weeks

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Customer
Prospecting

Delivery 14 weeks

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

6 months
machine
tobe
bebuilt,
built,
installed and processing
6 monthsfor
for the
the FPD
PRO® to
installed
at and
theprocessing
recycler'satfacility
the Recycler’s facility

FPD RECYCLING®

This regulatory environment demonstrates the commitment to enhancing the recovery of material from the
end-of-life products. Because voluntarily conformity did not deliver the results before 2006, regulation
and legislation are now driving us towards a more complete circular economy.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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CARBON CREDIT PROJECT
Demonstrating the FPD PRO® machines’ sustainability and Circular Economy credentials

FPD RECYCLING®
FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Recycling 1 tonne of
TVs saves 4 tonnes
of CO2 emissions

RECYCLING

Current Status
On 15 June 2022, the FPD Recycling® project achieved listing after an extensive preliminary review process.
The project is now listed on the Gold Standard registry which allows FPD Recycling® to forward-sell the
future carbon credits it will receive. In November 2022, the Local Stakeholder Consultation will take place
on-site at the FPD Recycling® project location in the UK. This step was delayed originally due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. Once complete, the internal validation/verification process will begin, with the aim of
ensuring the process is in line with documentation.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Background
FPD Recycling’s® carbon project identifies the emission reductions achieved through its efficient recycling
solutions compared to the existing baseline practices. The emissions savings have been calculated based
on the materials recovered from e-waste recycling by FPD Recycling’s® customers. The emissions resulting
from the recycling process are deducted from the emissions related to the primary production of the
material resources, and this difference (which is denominated in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent
(CO2e)) is the GHG emissions savings resulting from e-waste recycling. Based on these savings, the FPD
Recycling® project is seeking to achieve a Gold Standard certification to generate carbon credits that
can be traded in the carbon market. The Gold Standard is the first independent and the most rigorous
certification standard for creating high-quality carbon offset projects in the voluntary carbon market. For
each tonne prevented, a carbon credit is achieved by the company, that can then be sold on the carbon
market or to other companies all over the world who want to reduce their carbon footprint.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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FPD RECYCLING®

The carbon credit trading project is a further demonstration of the impact and sustainability credentials of
the business as a result of the Investment by the Investors.

RECYCLING

End result
If the project becomes a certified Gold Standard project, FPD Recycling® will be granted carbon credits as
per calculations below. The baseline emissions and project emissions were calculated based on the quantity
of e-waste processed by FPD Recycling’s® technology in accordance with the methodology set out by the
UNFCCC. The number of carbon credits that should be received annually will amount to 3,125. This figure
refers to 1 machine for 1 year of the project. Each project will have a crediting period of 5 years, achieving a
total of 15,625 credits over 5 years. At a conservative 5-year average price of €100 per credit, this would
provide FPD Recycling® with approximate additional revenue of €1,562,500 per machine.

THE CIRCULAR
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If registration is achieved and a final monitoring
report is completed, the project will become a
“Certified Gold Standard Project” and carbon
credits will be issued. This final certification is
expected to be completed by 31 December 2022.

INTRODUCTION

Completed
With the decision made to complete both the Validation and Verification process together, this project is
ahead of schedule. Once the review of this process is complete and further documentation is submitted,
the project should achieve registration status under the Gold Standard.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE
FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
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WATCH VIDEO:
Gold Standard
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SECTION 6

INTRODUCTION

· What is it?
· Why invest?
· Alternative Investments
· Operation of the Investment
· How to invest?
· Terms and Conditions of Application
· Taxation
· Liquidity
· Investment Risk
· Fees and Charges

FPD PRO®
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· Suitability

FPD RECYCLING®

· Financial Projections

RECYCLING
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· The Parties Involved

EIIS RELIEF

TARGETED
RETURN

FPD
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100%
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& FAQ
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Employment Investment
Incentive Scheme (EIIS)
is a tax relief incentive
scheme, which provides
small and medium
enterprises with earlystage and/or growth
funding and qualifying
investors with income
tax relief.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE
FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS IT?

The FPD PRO® is enabling recyclers and OEMs
to ensure that their products are recycled in a
manner which drives the Circular Economy and
Sustainability. Our mission is to drive Sustainability
and Profitability for all stakeholders.
The FPD PRO® enables the recovery of high quality
secondary raw materials.

The FPD PRO® is a great example
of where doing the right thing for
people and the planet, minimising
landfill waste, containing toxic waste,
creating green jobs, reducing earth
mining, saving CO2 emissions, also
makes perfect economic sense.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX

By weight,
printed circuit
boards found in
electronics contain
100 times more
gold than gold
ore.

EIIS RELIEF

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

Due to issues relating to virgin raw materials
mining, market price fluctuations, material scarcity,
availability, and access to resources, it has become
necessary to improve the mining of secondary raw
materials to increase sustainability and security of
natural resources.

FPD
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2022 EIIS
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Your investment in FPD Recycling® will generate
a measurable, beneficial social and environmental
impact alongside a targeted market leading
financial return for the Investor.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

In the event that the Revenue
Commissioners effect a clawback
of the Investors’ EIIS relief due to
the Company not being a qualifying
company for EIIS purposes this
clawback will be suffered by the
Company and not the Investors (as
had been the case for investments
prior to 1 January 2019).

WHY INVEST?

FPD RECYCLING®

The key attractions of EIIS relief are:
• EIIS is one of the few sources of Total Income
Relief available.
• EIIS relief is available to an individual paying the
marginal rate of income tax and can claim 40%
tax relief in the year in which the investment is
made.
• Funds are required to be committed for a
minimum of four years under current taxation
legislation.
• The Investor’s exposure is limited to the up-front
equity investment.
• The Investor does not need to have recurring tax
exposure.
• Tax relief for the full €250,000 investment is
no longer restricted under the High-Income
Earners Restriction and can be claimed on
the full amount invested – up to the maximum
allowable investment of €250,000 - in the year
of investment.
• EIIS shares are now redeemable and attract
certain preferential rights.

TARGETED
RETURN

RECYCLING

Tax relief may be claimed against Total Income
(which includes, for example PAYE, Rental, Dividend,
Share Options, Bonuses and Pension/ARF income
sources) for the tax year ending 31 December
2022, in respect of qualifying investments made
in the tax year ending 31 December 2022 up to
a maximum of €250,000 per Investor (separate
thresholds are available for married couples i.e.
€250,000 x 2).

100%

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS is a private invitation
to subscribe for up to 2,500,000 D Convertible
Redeemable Preference Shares of €1.00 each
in the Company for €1.00 per share (2022 EIIS
Private Placement). The Investment is a qualifying
investment for EIIS purposes and offers higher rate
taxpayers an opportunity to efficiently shelter a
portion of their taxable income using EIIS relief.

2

3

5

Targeted Return on Investment
(“ROI”) of 100% over the fouryear holding period (including
income tax saving).
A true IMPACT Investment in a
company that reduces waste
by recycling flat panel display
screens more efficiently,
promoting Sustainability and
the Circular Economy.
An investment in a genuine
Alternative Asset Class
offering investors Portfolio
Diversification.

FPD
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Recycled
aluminium
requires 90% less
energy compared
to production
from aluminium
ore.

Up to 40% tax relief can
be claimed in the year in
which the investment is
made against PAYE, Rental,
Dividend, Share Options,
Bonuses and Pension/ARF
income sources.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

4

Simple investment in an
innovative Irish Cleantech
business that qualifies for EIIS.

FPD RECYCLING®

WATCH VIDEO:
Alternative Investments

1

RECYCLING

Alternative
investments
are
supplemental
strategies to traditional long-only positions in
stocks, bonds, and cash. Alternative investments
include investments in six main categories: hedge
funds, private capital (as in the case of this
Investment), natural resources (commodities),
real estate, liquid alternatives (currencies and
interest rates) and infrastructure.

The key reasons to invest
in the Investment can be
summarised as follows:

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Alternative Asset Classes are not necessarily
correlated with the financial markets or with
traditional asset classes like stock markets,
bonds, cash etc. In periods where traditional
asset classes are volatile or are falling, Alternative
Asset Classes provide vital real diversification
as they do not necessarily move in the same
direction and therefore, have the potential to
preserve investor wealth as a result.

INTRODUCTION

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS

EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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INTRODUCTION

OPERATION OF THE INVESTMENT
2022 EIIS Private Placement

All EIIS Investors in the previous fund-raising rounds have received their tax certificates (SQ EII 3) from the
Company to enable them to claim the EIIS relief in their Income Tax returns.

Should the planned total of €15 million not be raised by 31 December 2024, the Company may extend
the deadline or seek to raise any additional monies in subsequent years if necessary to fund the business.

The Company intends to use the funds from FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS as follows:
• To fund the scale-up and growth of the business globally.
• To fund the employment of additional highly skilled key employees to allow the business to scale globally.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

• To fund the deployment pipeline of new technologies and to advance the Company’s carbon credit
trading program in tandem with support from the European Innovation Council and Enterprise Ireland.

FPD RECYCLING®

How will the investors’ capital be used by the company?

RECYCLING

The fund-raising target from the FPD Recycling 2022 EIIS campaign is €2.5 million. The Company will also
be applying to Enterprise Ireland in early 2023 for match funding of €450,000 against the EIIS funds
raised through the 2022 EIIS Private Placement.

THE CIRCULAR
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The Company launched its first EIIS round in 2019 and to date it has raised a total of €5.2 million, €2.5
million of which was invested by a leading Irish Impact Investment firm. The Company is targeting to raise
a total of €15 million under EIIS by 31 December 2024.

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS
EIIS RELIEF
RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX
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Illustrative Example of Potential Return on Investment
Assumptions
€100,000

Share Subscription Price (for illustration only)

€1.00

Number of shares (for illustration only)

100,000

Uplift

28%

Estimated Share Price on exit

€1.28

Term of investment Minimum

Years

Potential Return on Investment

Exit <5 Years
Income Tax

Exit >5 Years CGT

128,000

128,000

Net Cost of Investment (see (a) below)

64,000

64,000

Gross Return

64,000

64,000

-

7,501

Income Tax (see (c) below)

12,480

-

Net Return

51,520

56,499

IRR

15.91%

17.14%

Annual Average Compound Return (gross)

18.92%

18.92%

100.00%

100.00%

Total Return on Investment (gross)
Total Return on Investment (net of tax)
Potential Times Return

(a) The Net Cost of Investment
Amount Invested

Cost of Investment (incl 4% Admission Fee)

17.14%
88.28%

1.62

1.62

€
100,000
4,000
104,000

Less: Tax Relief

40,000

Net Cost of Investment

64,000

€

Sale Proceeds

128,000

Less: Cost of Investment

104,000

Capital Gain

Chargeable Gain
Capital Gains Tax

24,000
1,270
22,730
7,501

(c) Income Tax

€

Sale Proceeds

128,000

Amount Invested

104,000
24,000

Income Tax at Marginal Rate

12,480

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

APPENDIX

Chargeable

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Capital Gains Exemption

EIIS RELIEF

(b) Capital Gains Tax

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Commission

15.91%
80.50%

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Annual Average Compound Return (net of tax)

FPD RECYCLING®

Capital Gains Tax (see (b) below)

4
RECYCLING

Sale Proceeds
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Investment Amount
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Peregrine Technologies Trust Limited (the “Nominee”) will act as nominee for the Investors in the EIIS
Private Placement.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

All monies received from Investors will be held by the Nominee pending completion of the Investment. In
the unlikely event that the subscription monies have not been invested before the earlier of 31 December
2022 or such earlier date as the Directors at their absolute discretion shall determine, those monies shall
be returned to the Investors within thirty days of that date.

FPD RECYCLING®

Monies Held in Trust

RECYCLING

This equates to an overall net gain on investment of €56,499 on an investment of €100,000 after five
years and an overall net gain on investment of €51,520 on an investment of €100,000 exiting within
five years and a potential pre-tax return on investment (ROI) of 25% per annum (potential pre-tax ROI of
100%).

THE CIRCULAR
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• The Investor has sufficient income taxable at 40% to obtain maximum tax relief from his/her Investment.
• The Investor pays a commission / administration fee inclusive of VAT of 4% of the sum invested.
• The Investment returns an overall €1.28 for every €1.00 invested (based on the maximum price for the
EIIS Shares).
• This assumes that chargeable gains (gross gain less commission) on exit are subject to CGT at 33% with
an annual personal CGT exemption of €1,270. The Revenue Commissioners could deem the gain/profit
to be liable to Income Tax at the Investor’s marginal rate plus PRSI and USC which would increase the
tax cost and reduce the return on investment.
• This assumes there are no other CGT tax losses. If there are they can be offset against the CGT charge.
• Where the EIIS exit is by way of a redemption within five years then the uplift will be subject to Income
Tax.

INTRODUCTION

Assumptions
This illustrative outcome is based on the following assumptions:

The Nominee is fully compliant and independently regulated for anti-money laundering purposes as required
by the European Union (Anti-Money Laundering: Beneficial Ownership of Trusts) Regulations 2019.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

The Nominee will be the registered shareholder for all EIIS Shares issued by the Company pursuant to
the EIIS Private Placement and shall act as nominee for the individual Investors. The beneficial ownership
of each investment made by the Nominee shall be allocated to each Investor in the proportion their
subscription bears to the total amount raised by the Company. Beneficial ownership of shares must be
held for a minimum of four years to avoid withdrawal or reduction of tax relief under taxation legislation
however the minimum holding period for this investment is four years.

EIIS RELIEF

Holding of Shares

FPD
RECYCLING
2022 EIIS

Under the European Union (Anti-Money Laundering: Beneficial Ownership of Trusts) Regulations 2019,
note that as trustee, the Nominee is under an obligation to collect and hold information about its beneficial
owners and to complete a register of beneficial owners which will be filed with on the Beneficial Ownership
Register administered by the Companies Registration Office (“CRO”). In addition, it is also obliged to verify
the identity of the Investors to comply with the Irish Anti-Money Laundering laws generally. For information
as to why the Nominee collects and processes personal data in the provision of trustee services the
Nominee’s privacy notice is available on request.

APPENDIX
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• Progress report and business highlights
• Performance summary by department including; sales, finance, technology and operations

Investor Exit

It is expected that the exit will be funded from the income generated by and bank finance secured against
the FPD PROs® owned and operated by the Company and related trading activities of the Company.
The planned exit date for the Investors is 1 January 2027.

If it is not possible to arrange for the realisation of the EIIS Private Placement after the expiration of
the fifth anniversary of the date the Investment was made, Peregrine Technologies Trust Limited will, at
their discretion or by request of the Investors, arrange for their shares to be transferred into the names
of individual Investors, who will be responsible for the payment of stamp duty and other reasonable costs
associated therewith.

The Company expects to issue the certificates of tax relief (SQ EII 3), relating to the 2022 EIIS Private
Placement, to the Investors on or before 31 March 2023. Each Qualifying Investor must make their own
claim for tax relief on receipt of this certification.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Once the Company has received the Investment, it now self-certifies the tax relief (up to 40%) to the
Investor by issuing a ‘Statement of Qualification’ or ‘SQ EII 3’. This Statement of Qualification cannot be
issued more than two years after the date the shares are issued.

EIIS RELIEF

Issue of Statements of Qualification to the Investors

FPD
RECYCLING
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Transfer of Shares into the Names of Investors

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

In the event that the Investors are not exited within twelve months of the expiration of the four-year
holding period, the Investors have the right to convert to A Ordinary Shares and remain in place to extract
the value of their shares over a longer period. In the event that this conversion event occurs the EIIS
Shareholders’ shares will convert to A Ordinary Shares with an un-capped market value. The participation
of the Investors in the Company in that event will not exceed a maximum of 5% of the total issued Equity
Shares in the Company (based on a post-money valuation).

FPD RECYCLING®

For shares to qualify for EIIS relief they must be retained by the Investor for a minimum period of four years,
the term of this EIIS Private Placement is four years. To facilitate the exit mechanism all EIIS Shares shall
be held by the Nominee.

RECYCLING

However, the content of all updates will be determined by the Promoter’s sole opinion as to the commercial
sensitivity of the provision of information at a point in time insofar as it may impact on the Investors’ best
interests. The Firm shall not be held liable for any failure on the part of the Promoter in respect of these
reporting requirements.

THE CIRCULAR
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Throughout the life of the EIIS Private Placement the Company will prepare and circulate performance
updates. These will provide feedback in a consistent format and will outline a number of key areas:

INTRODUCTION

Reporting to Investors

APPENDIX
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In the case of a husband and wife, each is entitled to subscribe up to the maximum amount to the extent
that each spouse has income in his or her own right. Unused amounts of relief may not be transferred
between spouses.

PAYE Taxpayers

Self-Employed Taxpayers

Once the Statement of Qualification (SQ EII 3) has issued in respect of the Investment, the Investor
assessable under self-assessment may submit a claim (assuming Form 11 has not already been filed) for
the tax year 2022 and thereby secure a reduction in the balancing tax liability for 2022 (or a refund if the
liability has already been paid).

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

The Revenue Commissioners have indicated that Investors who are self-employed individuals or other
persons assessable under self-assessment may not reduce their tax payment for a given year for their EIIS
investment – unless and until a Statement of Qualification (SQ EII 3) has been obtained from the Company
in respect of the Investment

FPD RECYCLING®

Investors who are PAYE taxpayers will typically obtain relief by way of a refund of PAYE deducted during
the year in respect of which the relief is claimed. In the case of an Investor claiming a refund of PAYE
deducted in the year ended 31 December 2022, this refund may be claimed by submitting a completed
income tax return (Form 12) following receipt of a Statement of Qualification (SQ EII 3) from the Company.

RECYCLING

The minimum subscription required for this investment is €20,000 up to a maximum of €250,000
(€500,000 for a married couple).

THE CIRCULAR
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It will then be the responsibility of the individual Investors to make a claim for tax relief. The Firm, the
Company, the Directors, the Promoter and the Company’s advisers are not responsible for, and will not be
involved in, making individual claims on behalf of Investors.

INTRODUCTION

Investors’ responsibility to Claim Tax Relief

FPD
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FPD RECYCLING® FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
Projected Profit & Loss Accounts for the years ended 2023 – 2028
2023
€

2024
€

2025
€

2026
€

2027
€

2028
€

Total Revenue

607,916

3,217,917

7,087,761

17,977,485

37,078,415

62,696,042

Total Direct Costs

814,079

2,640,215

4,693,208

7,876,404

11,699,469

16,997,599

21,706,256

-206,163

577,701

2,394,552

10,101,080

25,378,947

45,698,444

68,418,207

1,178,556

528,506

2,252,447

4,547,956

6,320,647

8,390,164

10,065,541

-1,384,720

49,195

142,105

5,553,124

19,058,300

37,308,280

58,352,666

Gross Profit
Total Indirect Costs
Profit/(Loss) Before Tax

-325,433

6,149

17,763

572,902

2,259,325

4,538,804

7,167,540

-1,059,287

43,046

124,342

4,980,222

16,798,976

32,769,475

51,185,126

Cumulative Profits

-2,913,461

-2,870,415

-2,746,073

2,234,149

19,033,124

51,802,600

102,987,725

EBITDA

-1,201,445

402,891

1,003,783

7,546,503

22,854,992

42,950,857

65,407,769

Profit/(Loss) After Tax

RECYCLING

Corporation Tax Charge

90,124,462
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2022*
€

Projected Balance Sheets for the years ended 2023 – 2028

Current Assets

2023
€

2024
€

2025
€

2026
€

2027
€

2028
€

11,145,659

20,023,717

20,586,742

26,968,396

41,701,006

74,646,745

3,378,075

8,075,762

18,240,149

32,109,459

44,405,363

55,019,202

Current Liabilities

-861,752

-2,082,620

-2,749,418

-4,918,858

-7,392,933

-7,067,685

-6,798,492

Long Term Loans

-165,882

-1,197,431

-3,415,019

-8,513,969

-14,170,222

-10,575,949

-6,995,595

Net Assets

5,507,628

11,243,682

21,935,042

25,394,064

37,514,700

68,462,735

115,871,861

Called Up Share Capital

8,421,089

14,114,098

24,681,115

23,511,115

20,583,115

19,160,115

16,210,115

Profit and Loss Account

-2,913,461

-2,870,415

-2,746,073

1,882,949

16,931,584

49,302,620

99,661,745

Shareholder Equity

5,507,628

11,243,682

21,935,042

25,394,064

37,514,700

68,462,735

115,871,861

Projected Cash Flow Statements for the years ended 2023 – 2028
2023
€

2024
€

2025
€

2026
€

6,474,302

17,022,256

2027
€

2028
€

Cash In
Sales Income

3,819,811

88,027,659

-

-

-

-

8,160,000

10,425,000

-

-

37,400

37,400

37,400

37,400

10,021,702

25,219,656

45,816,435

60,745,923

88,065,059

4,387,018

9,931,124

19,594,031

28,463,235

34,027,132

38,825,901

1,556,717

2,528,847

2,882,360

3,292,087

4,033,662

4,199,813

5,517

71,882

6,854

17,707

36,783

62,380

89,791

122,134

343,864

894,573

2,207,694

4,145,974

5,444,008

5,147,144

Investment Repayment

-

-

-

1,170,000

2,928,000

1,423,000

2,950,000

Dividends

-

-

-

351,200

1,750,340

398,440

826,000

CT

-

-

-

57,140

2,039,741

4,310,856

6,904,667

2,636,594

6,359,480

13,361,398

26,280,132

42,656,160

49,699,478

58,943,317

Cash Movement

870,592

1,494,038

-3,339,696

-1,060,476

3,160,275

11,046,446

29,121,742

Opening Balance

2,131,525

3,002,116

4,496,154

1,156,459

95,983

3,256,258

14,302,703

Closing Balance

3,002,116

4,496,154

1,156,459

95,983

3,256,258

14,302,703

43,424,446

Investment
Loans

2,850,000

2,340,000

-

-

1,595,000

3,510,000

Other Cash In

65,689

98,707

37,400

Total Cash In

3,507,186

7,853,518

1,957,536
551,407

Cash Out
Creditors
Wages & Salaries
Other Cash Out
Loan Repayment

Total Cash Out

The company’s financial year end is 31 December
*Actuals to 31 July 2022 and extrapolated to 31 December 2022

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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60,708,523
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35,354,035

EIIS RELIEF

591,497

Bank Funding
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2022*
€
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4,228,775
2,306,486

Fixed Assets

FPD RECYCLING®

2022*
€
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The Promoter is solely responsible for the Projections, which have been prepared by them for illustrative
purposes only. The Projections should not be regarded as forecasts of the most likely outcome; they are
illustrative of the Promoter’s estimates of likely future events if the stated assumptions prove accurate. The
Promoter is responsible for choosing assumptions which are reasonable and for exercising due diligence
in formulating and testing these assumptions. The Promoter has confirmed that he has exercised due
diligence with due regard for accuracy and has not been careless or reckless in regard to such assumptions.

INTRODUCTION

Responsibility for the Projections

Opinion on the Projections
RECYCLING

In the Firm’s opinion, the Projections, so far as accounting policies are concerned, have been properly
compiled based on assumptions stated and are in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles (save for absence of depreciation). The Firm is not responsible for choosing or forming an opinion
on the assumptions.

FPD RECYCLING®
FPD PRO®
MACHINE
FPD
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Application Process

The Investment is only available to individuals
resident in Ireland or non-resident individuals with
Irish taxable income.

The administrative process for investing in the
Investment can be described as follows:

2. Application Form
i. Application Form is to be fully completed.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
OF APPLICATION
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.
v.

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS

APPENDIX

The minimum investment amount in the Investment
is €20,000. The Investment has been designed
for experienced investors or investors that have
received appropriate independent financial and
tax advice in relation to their proposed investment
in advance.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Minimum Investment Amount

EIIS RELIEF

• Share Allotment: form B5 signed by the Company
and filled with the CRO, allotting the EIIS Shares
to the Nominee once the EIIS funding round
closes on 31 December 2022.
• Share Certificate: issued by the Company to the
Nominee in respect of each Investor’s shares
in the Company after the allotment of the EIIS
Shares. Signed by the Company.

FPD
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Other Investment Documentation (not
requiring signature by Investors):
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4. Subscription Monies
i. Bank details for the Nominee will only
be released to Investors after they have
satisfactorily completed with the AntiMoney Laundering requirement as detailed
on the Application Form and herein.
ii. Bank Drafts where applicable will only
be accepted by the Company and/or
WENTWORTH from Investors after they
have satisfactorily completed with the AntiMoney Laundering requirement as detailed
on the Application Form and herein.

I understand that WENTWORTH and the
Company’s Legal Advisers are required
under the Data Protection Legislation, to
notify applicants that data provided may be
processed using computer systems or otherwise
in assessing this application and in effecting
the on-going management of the EIIS Private
Placement. Data will not be used for purposes
other than those above and will be retained
only for as long as is necessary. By signing this
Application Form, I consent to this processing.
WENTWORTH and the Company’s Legal
Advisers may be obliged to disclose personal
information relating to me to third parties, for
example, in order to comply with a legal or
regulatory requirement; or a legal process; or to
assert or defend the rights of WENTWORTH.
Other than as provided above, no personal
data provided will be put to any use other than
that for which it is provided, or disclosed to any
third party, without my prior written consent.
The Firm reserves the right to refuse any
application which is incorrectly presented or
fails to comply with the provisions contained in
this Investment Memorandum without liability
for interest and any resulting loss or damage.
The Directors reserve the right that unless a
minimum of €250,000 in total is received by way
of application that the EIIS Private Placement
will not proceed. In the event of failure to
reach the minimum threshold, all subscriptions
including commissions will be returned within
fourteen days of the Closing Date.
Only one application will be accepted from each
applicant.
I hereby irrevocably agree and undertake
to provide WENTWORTH with such further
information regarding my application as it may
in its sole discretion require.

FPD RECYCLING®

3. Investment Documentation
i. Deed of Authorisation: between the Nominee
(Peregrine Technologies Trust Limited) and
each Investor to allow the Nominee to hold
the EIIS Shares in its name on behalf of the
Investors.

All documentation and investment monies must
be submitted to the Company’s financial advisors,
WENTWORTH, on or before 31 December 2022.

RECYCLING

Investors must complete/provide the following:
1. Anti-Money Laundering Documents
i. Proof of Identity (copy of valid Passport or
Drivers License).
ii. Proof of Address (copy of utility bill, bank
statement etc. dated in the last 3 months).

Closing Date
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Availability

INTRODUCTION

HOW TO INVEST?
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The Investment may be suitable for Prospective
Investors who:
• Understand the risks associated with an
investment of this type or the risks associated
investing in EIIS Shares;
• Have received appropriate independent financial
and tax advice in relation to this Investment;
• Understand the Investment is not a deposit and
does not qualify for the Irish Deposit Guarantee
Scheme (DGS);
• Have experience and knowledge of investing in
similar products;
• Are willing and able to invest for the anticipated
4-year investment term;
• Have considered this Investment as part of an
overall investment strategy;
• Understand that there is no early exit option
during the anticipated 4-year investment term;
• Understand that if the Company defaults you
may lose some or all of your capital;
• Understand all the potential risks of the
Investment and can bear the potential loss of
some or all of your capital and can tolerate the
risk associated with this Investment.

EIIS RELIEF
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SUITABILITY
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Investors must obtain their own independent tax
advice. The Company is not responsible for any
errors or omissions in this regard.

In the event of the death of an Investor any uninvested sums held in trust at that time will, subject
to compliance with usual legal formalities, be
placed at the disposal of the Investor’s personal
representatives. However, it is not envisaged that
it will be possible for the personal representatives
of an Investor to have the shares allocated to
that Investor and held through the Company
transferred to them or otherwise to realise that
Investor’s investment in the Company prior to the
expiration of the anticipated four-year investment
term.

FPD PRO®
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Shares subscribed for, issued to, held by or
disposed of for an individual by a nominee shall be
treated for this purpose as subscribed for, issued
to, held by or disposed of by that individual.

Disposals between spouses who are living together
will generally not result in a loss of EIIS relief.

FPD RECYCLING®

When the shares are disposed of to a party
other than the Company or where the shares are
redeemed after five years any uplift in value will be
subject to Capital Gains Tax. The full acquisition
cost can be deducted from the proceeds in an
arm’s length sale. However, in general, losses on
the sale of shares will not give rise to an allowable
loss for Capital Gains Tax purposes.

Under the provisions of Part 16 of the Taxes
Consolidation Act, 1997, as amended, no Investor
in the Company shall be entitled to require any
particular share to be realised before expiration of
the anticipated 4 year investment term.

RECYCLING

IT IS OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT WHERE
THE SHARES IN RESPECT OF WHICH RELIEF
UNDER EIIS WAS CLAIMED ARE REDEEMED/
REPURCHASED BY THE COMPANY WITHIN
FIVE YEARS THEN THE UPLIFT IN VALUE WILL
BE SUBJECT TO INCOME TAX. WHERE THE
SHARES ARE PURCHASED BY A COMPANY
WHICH IS PUT IN A POSITION TO PURCHASE
THE SHARES BY THE QUALIFYING COMPANY, IT
IS LIKELY THAT INCOME TAX MAY ALSO ARISE
IN THAT INSTANCE.

The Investment is not liquid, and Investors
should only consider this Investment if they are
content to invest for a minimum of four years. No
representation is made as to the existence of a
secondary market for the Investment which is in
the form of EIIS Shares.
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TAXATION

LIQUIDITY

INTRODUCTION

vi. I hereby irrevocably authorise the Firm and the
Nominee to enter into any agreements, do all
such things as are necessary in connection with
the structuring of the EIIS Private Placement as
set out in this Investment Memorandum without
further reference to me and notwithstanding any
rights or entitlements which I may possess in
respect of the shares in the Company acquired
by the Nominee and in respect of which I shall be
the beneficial owner and in particular (without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing).
vii. The foregoing appointment and authorisations
will remain binding on each Investor’s personal
representative in the event of the death of an
Investor.
viii. I hereby accept and agree that, subject to
compliance by WENTWORTH, under no
circumstances whatsoever shall I be entitled to
hold WENTWORTH liable for any default act
or omission by the Company or the failure or
loss of any nature or kind of the EIIS Private
Placement.

Regulation: This Investment is not Regulated and
is not covered by any statutory scheme.

high-risk

Funding Risk: The Company fails to secure debt
funding from a financial institution to fund the build
and installation of additional FPD PRO® machines
over and above those funded by the Company and
EIIS funding.

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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GENERAL
Risk of Capital Loss: This Investment is in the form
of EIIS Shares. Each Investor will be allotted EIIS
Shares which will be held on the Investor’s behalf
by the Nominee. The Directors are not personally
liable to complete the buyout. There is no guarantee

Credit Risk: Customers default on the TaaS
Agreements.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Summary of Risk Factors

Sales Risk: The Company’s ability to repay Investors
is dependent on the Company securing customers
to enter into TaaS Agreements for new FPD PRO®
machines. Sales are exposed to fluctuations in the
WEEE recycling market and changes in general
economic conditions in the Company’s target
markets, principally Europe and the US.

EIIS RELIEF

The key investment risk factors and risk mitigating
factors are listed below. Any one of these risk
factors could have a material adverse effect on
the value of the Investment and should be taken
into account in assessing the Investment. Please
refer to Section 8 below and the full Investment
documentation pack for a list of all risk warnings.

Supply Chain Risk: The Company’s operations and
global supply chain network is potentially exposed
to adverse events such as physical disruption,
price inflation, trade restrictions, extreme weather
events and key supplier or sourcing issues which
could impact on its ability to build and deliver new
FPD PRO® machines on time to its customers.
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Prospective Investors should carefully consider all
information available publicly as well as set out in
this Investment Memorandum prior to making an
investment decision. In addition to other relevant
information available to Prospective Investors,
the Directors consider the following risk factors
to be of particular relevance to the Company’s
activities and to any investment in the Company. It
should be noted that this list is not exhaustive and
other risk factors may apply hence we encourage
Prospective Investors to obtain independent
advice before making an investment decision.

BUSINESS SPECIFIC
Technology Risk: The FPD PRO® and/or other
technologies developed by the Company fails to
operate as planned.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

to

FPD RECYCLING®

medium

Commercial Risk: The payment of the uplift of 7%
per annum and the repayment of the initial capital
amount invested is dependent on the performance
of the Company in the future which is uncertain.

RECYCLING

a

Subordination: A third-party senior debt provider
may require the subordination of the Investors’
rights.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

is

Risk to Investment Returns: There is no guarantee
that the Company will be able to pay the estimated
share purchase price of €1.28 promised to each
Investor.

Liquidity Risk: The Investment is not liquid, and no
representation is made as to the existence of a
secondary market for the EIIS Shares underlying
the Investment.

INVESTMENT RISK
This Investment
investment.

that the Company and/or a company which is put
in a position to purchase the EIIS Shares by the
Company will be able to redeem and/or buy-back
the Investors’ EIIS Shares to enable the Investor to
recover the initial capital provided by each Investor.

INTRODUCTION

The Investment may not be suitable for Prospective
Investors who:
• Are not experienced investors or do not
understand the risks associated with an
Investment of this type or the risks associated
investing in EIIS Shares;
• Have not received independent financial and tax
advice in relation to this Investment;
• Are not comfortable with the risk profile of
the Investment and have not considered the
Investment as part of a broader asset allocation
strategy;
• Have no previous knowledge or experience of
investing in shares and/or EIIS Shares or similar
types of investments;
• Require liquidity over the investment term
and cannot afford to leave their money in the
Investment for the anticipated 4 year investment
term;
• Are not comfortable investing in shares;
• Cannot bear the potential loss of some or all of
their capital or tolerate the risks associated with
this Investment.
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Sales Pipeline: The Company has a strong sales
pipeline and there is a high level of interest in the
product in the marketplace.

EIIS SPECIFIC MATTERS
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As with all EIIS investments there is a certain
amount of risk attached to the exit, primarily that:
• The EIIS Shares will not have the expected
market value at the Planned Exit Date.
• Funding will not be available to pay the market
value of the EIIS Shares at or soon after the
Planned Exit Date.

Important: This Investment is only suitable for
experienced investors or investors advised by a
professional advisor with respect to their financial
planning needs and risk appetite. This document is
not considered to be an assessment of the suitability
or appropriateness for any one investor or group of
investors. The suitability or appropriateness of this
Investment to your investment experience, investment
objectives or risk profile should be discussed with your
advisor(s) before any investment in this Company is
made.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

Funding: The Company has demonstrated its
ability to raise debt and equity. The recent EU grant
approval and eligibility for EU equity funding lend
significant credibility to the Company and make it
easier for the Company to raise further funding.

EIIS RELIEF

Experience: Business specific risks are mitigated by
the strength of the Company and the Management
Team.

FPD
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Credit Control: The Company will carry out credit
ratings on all prospective Customers and will only
enter into Customer Agreements with recyclers
that have a good credit rating and a minimum
throughput of FPDs of 100,000 per annum.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Long-lead items: To insulate the Company from
supply-chain disruptions the Company has been
actively managing long-lead items and purchasing
them in advance to avoid disruption to project
timelines.

FPD RECYCLING®

BUSINESS SPECIFIC
Product Testing: The Company has carried out
extensive testing and is fully satisfied that the
FPD PRO® is fit for purpose. The Company has
used off the shelf components from market leading
suppliers such as ABB Robotics, Donaldson that
are proven in other industries such as the car
manufacturing and pharma industries.

RECYCLING

EIIS Relief: Investment risk is reduced as all higher
rate taxpayers will be able to recover 40% of their
initial capital when they prepare and file their tax
returns for the year ended 31 December 2022.

Additionally, attention is drawn to the following
restrictions attaching to subscriptions in the
Company:
• There are always significant limitations on the
saleability of shares in private (i.e. unquoted)
companies (even successful companies).
• The availability of the income tax relief on
the Investment amount is based on our
understanding of current tax legislation and the
current Revenue Commissioner's interpretation
thereof. Legislation and Revenue Commissioner's
interpretation is subject to change including
retrospectively without notice.
• Tax relief granted to Investors under the
provisions of the EIIS may be lost in certain
circumstances.
• EIIS legislation prevents any form of guarantee in
respect of the exit value and Investors are at risk
of the possible loss of the full amount of equity
invested in the Company, if the Company was
to suffer commercial failure during the period of
investment.
• The EIIS Private Placement is for a fixed term
and should not be expected to be realised for
four years from the date of investment in the
Company. There is no early exit mechanism.
• Neither WENTWORTH, the Investors’ Legal
Advisers nor the Promoter are liable to Investors
in the event of the default or liquidation of the
Nominee or the bankers to the Company where
the Investors’ money is deposited.
• This document is prepared under current
legislation. Were this legislation to change, then
it may change the significance of this document
to the Investors.
• Changes in economic conditions including for
example, interest rates, rates of inflation, industry
conditions, competition, political and diplomatic
events and trends in tax laws, regulation and
other factors can substantially and adversely
affect equity instruments and the Company’s
prospects.
• Past industry performance is not a guarantee of
future return.
• If you invest in this EIIS Private Placement you
may lose some or all of the money you invest.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

GENERAL
Conversion Rights: In the event of the Company
failing to acquire the EIIS Shares, the Investors will
have the right to convert their EIIS Shares into A
Ordinary Shares and remain in place to extract the
value of their shares over a longer period.

• A third-party senior debt provider may require
the subordination of the Investors’ rights.

INTRODUCTION

Summary of Risk Mitigation Factors

Commission

The main parties involved in the structuring,
promotion and distribution of the Investment are
as follows:

An administration fee of 4% inclusive of VAT will
be payable by Investors, on the amount of, and in
addition to, their subscriptions.

The Company

Fees to Company
www.fpdrecycling.com
eiis@fpdrecycling.com
021 4217333

Financial Advisor

Annual Fees

Other Fees and Costs

Investment Advisor

If called upon to act by the Investors, the Firm shall
be entitled to recover all reasonable and necessary
costs associated with the realisation of the EIIS
Private Placement. These costs will be recoverable
from the proceeds of the realisation.

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ
APPENDIX

The fees payable to the Firm are governed by
an engagement letter between the Firm and the
Company. In the event of insolvency or possible
insolvency of the Company or the inability of the
Firm to secure payment by the Company of its
fees, the Firm reserves its right to take appropriate
action including but not limited to withdrawing its
services, notifying the Investors, and taking steps
to recover unpaid amounts. If the Firm withdraws
its services, there shall be no obligation, implied
or stated, to continue to provide any services
in relation to the EIIS Private Placement in the
Company.

www.dam.ie
niall.duggan@dam.ie
087 6356908

EIIS RELIEF

Firm’s Contract Termination

FPD
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Fees may also be payable to the Firm and/or
the Legal Advisers by the Company for audit,
accounting, taxation, legal and other consulting
services as appropriate.

www.wentworth.ie
info@wentworth.ie
021 4217470

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Annual fees will also be charged to the Company
by the Firm to cover annual management and
administration costs associated with the reporting
requirements referred to in this Section.

FPD RECYCLING®

Fees will be charged to the Company by the Firm
in connection with the placing of the Investment.
Such fees may cover, inter alia, costs associated
with the arranging and issuing of the EIIS Shares.
Such fees will be payable once the 2022 EIIS
Private Placement in the Company is complete.

RECYCLING

These fees will be used to defray Investment set-up
costs, procurement of the Investment and running
costs associated with the on-going management
of the Investment.

THE CIRCULAR
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THE PARTIES INVOLVED

INTRODUCTION

FEES AND CHARGES
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· EIIS Relief Overview
· Claiming Tax Relief
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SECTION 7
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· Qualifying Individuals
· Eligible Shares
· Qualifying Company
· Relevant Trading Activities
· Tax Avoidance
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· Withdrawal/Withholding of Relief
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EIIS RELIEF

Prospective
Investors are
advised to seek
appropriate
professional advice
on their entitlement
to the relief
before making any
investment.
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A Qualifying Individual is an investor who:
• is resident in the State for the tax year in respect
of which he/she makes the investment. However,
in certain circumstances, a non-resident may
qualify if they have income charged to Irish tax,
• subscribes on his/her own behalf for eligible
shares in a qualifying company. However, a
person may use a nominee to hold the shares
on his/her behalf, or they may invest through a
designated investment fund; and
• is not, throughout the period of two years before
and four years after making the investment,
connected with the company or any of its
subsidiaries.

The relief on an investment in this Company is
available at the Investor’s marginal rate of income
tax subject to an annual limit of €250,000.

The maximum amount of EIIS funds that can be
invested in any one company or its associated
companies is €15 million subject to a maximum of
€5 million in a twelve month period.
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The employment conditions require an increase
in staff numbers, by a minimum of one member of
staff, and an increase in total wages by a minimum
of the wages of one member of staff.

• would or could require a person to purchase or
otherwise acquire the Investor’s shares at a price
other than a price equal to the market value of
the shares at the time of purchase or acquisition;
OR
• would or could require the Investor to dispose of
his/her shares at a price other than a price equal
to the market value of the shares at the time of
the disposal.

RISK WARNINGS
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Tax relief will be given to an investor as soon as
the Revenue Commissioners are satisfied that all
relevant conditions have been complied with and
relief will apply in respect of the tax year in which
the shares are issued.

No relief is available to an individual in relation to
eligible shares where such shares are subject to
any agreement, option or understanding which:

EIIS RELIEF

CLAIMING TAX RELIEF

The relief is available only in respect of a
subscription for “Eligible Shares”. Eligible shares
are new ordinary or preferential, fully-paid-up,
shares. EIIS shares issued after 1 January 2020
may carry a preferential right to a dividend, or to
repayment of capital on a winding up and can also
be redeemable and convertible.

FPD
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Under the EU’s GBER, a RICT Group must now also
meet the requirements of paragraphs 5 and 6 of
Article 21 of Commission Regulation (EU) 651/2014
of 17 June 2014 which include a requirement that
the RICT Group has been operating in the market
for less than seven years following their first
commercial sale. A follow-on EIIS investment may
be made after the seven-year period where this was
foreseen in the original business plan and certain
other conditions are fulfilled.

ELIGIBLE SHARES

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

A qualifying purpose is spending the amounts
either:
1. for the purposes of carrying out relevant trading
activities, or
2. where the company has not yet commenced to
carry out relevant trading activities, on research,
development and innovation (“R&D+I”).

An individual may be connected with a company if
that individual or an associate of that individual:
• is a partner of the company or any company in
the RICT Group; or
• is a director or employee of the company or any
company in the RICT Group; or
• has an interest in any capital of the company or
any company in the RICT Group.

FPD RECYCLING®

Relief can only be claimed:
• by a Qualifying Investor;
• who subscribes for new eligible shares;
• in a Qualifying Company; and
• the money subscribed will contribute directly to
the creation or maintenance of employment in the
Company.

RECYCLING

This section summarises the key conditions of the
Scheme of Income Tax Relief for Investment in
Corporate Trades as outlined in Part 16 (Sections
488-508Z) Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997, as
amended.

THE CIRCULAR
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QUALIFYING INDIVIDUALS

INTRODUCTION

EIIS RELIEF OVERVIEW

RELEVANT TRADING
ACTIVITIES

Relief is not available unless shares are subscribed
for and issued for bona fide commercial purposes
and not as part of a scheme or arrangement, the
main purpose, or one of the main purposes of
which, is the avoidance of tax.

FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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EIIS relief is available to the majority of micro, small
and medium-sized trading companies. However,
the following trading activities are excluded from
the incentive:
• adventures or concerns in the nature of trade,
e.g. once-off or speculative transactions;
• dealing in commodities or futures in shares,
securities or other financial assets;

TAX AVOIDANCE

RISK WARNINGS
& FAQ

THE TRADE MUST BE CONDUCTED ON A
COMMERCIAL BASIS WITH A VIEW TO THE
REALISATION OF PROFITS.

If an individual acquires an option or enters into
any agreement which would bind any person to
purchase the EIIS shares for a price which is other
than market value no relief will attach to such
shares i.e. there can be no elimination of risk for
the investor.

EIIS RELIEF

A company shall not be a qualifying company while
the company is regarded as a firm in difficulty for
the purposes of the Community Guidelines on
State Aid for rescuing and restructuring firms in
difficulty.

Relief is also wholly or partly withdrawn if the
claimant receives value from the company or
disposes of the shares within four years. An
investor may also suffer a withdrawal of some or
all of the relief by reason of other shareholders
receiving value from the company. Value can
be received from the company if, for example, it
redeems shares or makes the individual a loan
or provides a benefit or facility to a shareholder.
The receipt of reasonable dividends does not
constitute the “receipt of value” from the company.

FPD
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The qualifying company must exist wholly for the
purpose of carrying on relevant trading activities
and/or be a holding company of a subsidiary which
carries on relevant trading activities.

If the relief is withdrawn due to the company
ceasing to be a qualifying company the clawback
of tax relief will be on the company as opposed to
on the investors. The investors retain their relief in
this instance.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

The qualifying company must exist wholly for the
purpose of carrying on, wholly or mainly, in the
State one or more qualifying trades and/or be a
holding company of a subsidiary which carries on
a qualifying trade.

The relief may be withdrawn if the conditions
attaching to the relief relating to the company cease
to be satisfied within four years of the investment
being made or, if later, of the commencement of
trading.

FPD RECYCLING®

In general, it must not be, or have, a 51% subsidiary
or be controlled by, or have control of, any other
company. The qualifying company may have
51% subsidiaries, but each must be carrying on
a qualifying trade or the subsidiary’s trade must
consist of one or more of the purchase, sale
or provision of services to, or on behalf of, the
qualifying company or its subsidiaries.

WITHDRAWAL/
WITHHOLDING OF RELIEF

RECYCLING

It is trading for less than seven years or, if it has
traded for longer, it must fulfil additional criteria
which include that the funding is required to fund
a new product or enter a new geographical market
and certain turnover requirements.

THE CIRCULAR
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The qualifying company must have been
incorporated in the State or in a European
Economic Area State and carry-on business in
the State through a branch or agency. It must be
an unquoted company. All issued shares in the
company must be fully paid up and the company
must hold a tax clearance certificate.

• financing activities, however, Internationally
Traded Financial Services may qualify subject
to approval from Enterprise Ireland;
• professional
service
companies,
e.g.
accountants, pharmacists, solicitors, business
advisors, doctors and architects;
• dealing in or developing land, i.e. construction
and building, forestry;
• operations carried on in the coal industry or in
the steel and shipbuilding sectors; and
• the production of a film (within the meaning of
Section 481).

INTRODUCTION

QUALIFYING COMPANY
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EIIS RELIEF

Performance of any
investment can be dependent
on factors that cannot be
controlled, for example
changes in management. As
with any investment linked
to stocks and shares, it is
possible that the value may
fall below that of the original
investment, as prices may go
down as well as up.
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WARNINGS
INVESTMENT RISK

Warning: This Investment is in the form of EIIS Shares (see Definitions in the Appendix). Each Investor
is purchasing EIIS Shares in the Company. There is no guarantee that the Company will be able to pay
the expected redemption price of €1.28 for each EIIS Share at or soon after the Planned Exit Date.

Warning: Investors should not read this document alone but should also read the associated
Application Form and Investment Legal Pack which is obtainable from the Company where the full
Terms & Conditions are provided.

Warning: This Investment is not Regulated and is not covered by any statutory scheme.
SUITABILITY
Warning: This Investment is only suitable for experienced investors or investors advised by a
professional advisor with respect to their financial planning needs and risk appetite.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

Warning: This document is not considered to be an assessment of the suitability or appropriateness
for any one investor or group of investors. The suitability or appropriateness of this Investment to your
investment experience, investment objectives or risk profile should be discussed with your advisor(s)
before any Investment is made.

FPD RECYCLING®

REGULATION

RECYCLING

Warning: The Investment or the Company may be affected by unforeseen disruption events and may
be required to be restructured as a result. Any required restructuring or changes could have a negative
impact on the Investment outcome or returns for Investors.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Warning: This Investment is not Capital Protected. If you invest in this Investment, you can lose some or
all the money you invest.

LIQUIDITY

TAXATION
Warning: The Taxation information set out in this document and the associated Application Form and
Investment Legal Pack, represents our understanding of the taxation treatment of the Investment
but does not constitute tax advice. Investors should satisfy themselves independently of the taxation
treatment of the Investment in their particular circumstances.

Warning: Tax rates and the Revenue Commissioner’s policy in relation to the taxation treatment of this
Investment in the form of EIIS Shares are subject to change without notice.

Warning: The expected buy-back price for the EIIS Shares is capped at €1.28 and will not change.
Ongoing prevailing inflation rates may have an erosive impact on the real, inflation adjusted return for
Investors.
EARLY MATURITY
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Warning: The EIIS Private Placement is for a fixed term and should not be expected to be realised for 4
years from the date of investment in the Company. There is no early exit mechanism. Investors should
only consider this Investment if they are content to invest for the anticipated 4-year investment term.
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INFLATION

EIIS RELIEF

Warning: Investors should satisfy themselves independently in relation to revenue reporting
requirements and the implications of non-disclosure where required.
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Warning: The Investment is not liquid, and no representation is made as to the existence of a
secondary market for the EIIS Shares.

CUSTOMER RISK

RECYCLING

Warning: The Company’s ability to repay Investors is dependent on the Company securing customers
to enter into TaaS Agreements for new FPD PRO® machines. Sales are exposed to fluctuations in the
WEEE recycling market and changes in general economic conditions in the Company’s target markets,
principally Europe and the US.

THE CIRCULAR
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Warning: The Company’s operations and global supply chain network is potentially exposed to adverse
events such as physical disruption, price inflation, trade restrictions, extreme weather events and
key supplier or sourcing issues which could impact on its ability to build and deliver new FPD PRO®
machines on time to its customers.
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Q. What materials can be recovered from a Flat
Panel Display?
Flat panel displays contain many valuable in
demand materials from the common metals
(aluminium, iron, steel or copper), glass, plastic to
some rare and precious materials like gold or indium
tin oxide. All of them can be safely and efficiently
recovered to be reused after the hazardous parts
(containing i.e. lead or mercury) are removed.

Q. I am hearing about supply chain issues in lots of
industries around the world in the aftermath of the
Covid19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine. How can
the Company be sure that it can deliver new FPD
PRO® machines on schedule in this environment?
FPD Recycling® have witnessed supply chain
issues over the past 2 years but have maintained
schedules by active engagement with suppliers.
The Company is managing potential disruptions
that could be caused by supply chain issues by
purchasing long lead items ahead of schedule and
maintaining dialogue with suppliers to avoid delays.

Q. How long is FPD PRO® likely to stay relevant?
Flat panel displays, new or old, all contain hazards.
The older screens contain mercury bearing lamps
and more recent LED screens contain Arsenic,
Cadmium, Beryllium and Lead.
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Q. What are the advantages of FPD PRO® over the
manual disassembly?
Manual disassembly is a process known to provide
high quality of recovered materials, but it is quite
slow (15 minutes per screen) and can expose
workers to very dangerous substances (like
mercury or lead). FPD PRO® gives the same or
even better quality of recovered materials and it
can process 80 screens per hour and keeps the
hazardous substances contained, eliminating the
risk of poisoning people and the environment.
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FPD PRO® ensures the recycler meets the
standards for the automated processing of 11" to
70" flat panel displays safely removing the hazards
in the displays whilst providing the maximum return
for the raw materials such as printed circuit boards,
ferrous and non-ferrous metals and plastics.

Q. How are the FPD PRO® machines insured against
fire, theft and damage risk?
The FPD PRO® machines always remain the property
of the Company. The risk of loss, theft, damage or
destruction of the FPD PRO® machines passes to
the recycler on delivery. The FPD PRO® machines
remain the sole risk of the recycler during the TaaS
period and any further term during which FPD PRO®
machines is in the possession, custody or control of
the recycler (“risk period”) until such time as the FPD
PRO® machine in question is delivered back to the
Company. During the TaaS period, the recycler must,
at its own expense, obtain and maintain the following
insurances;
a) insurance of the FPD PRO® machine to a
value not less than its full replacement value
comprehensively against all usual risks of loss,
damage or destruction by fire, theft or accident;
b) insurance for such amounts as a prudent owner
or operator of the FPD PRO® machine would
insure for, or such amount as the Company may
from time to time reasonably require, to cover any
third party or public liability risks in connection
with the FPD PRO® machine; and
c) insurance against such other or further risks
relating to the FPD PRO® machine as may be
required by law.

EIIS RELIEF

Q. What policies and regulations does FPD PRO®
adhere to?
FPD Recycling® has worked with all the leading
standards for recycling e-waste, including
E-Stewards, R2 and WEEELABEX to ensure
compliance.

INSURANCE
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Q. Can FPD Recycling® customers use their existing
equipment with FPD PRO®?
Yes. If the customer already has a shredding and
separation line in place, it can use it to process the
non-hazardous shell and other components of the
display after it has been pre-treated by FPD PRO®.

Q. Similarly to supply chain issues, I am hearing
about increased costs of inputs and materials
affecting all sorts of machine production. How
is the Company expecting to manage this cost
inflationary environment when building and
delivering new FPD PRO® machines?
FPD Recycling® is addressing inflation firstly
by locking in future pricing with suppliers where
available. For equipment suppliers that could not
accommodate locked in future pricing we have, in
so far that is practicable at this point, accounted
for expected inflation in our financial budgeting.

FPD PRO®
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The FPD PRO® removes these hazards. With
e-waste being the largest waste stream and ever
growing, the FPD PRO® is likely to stay current for
some time to come.

INFLATION

FPD RECYCLING®

FPD PRO® provides the same or better quality of
reclaimed materials, as manual disassembly in a
fraction of time and without exposing workers and
environment to the toxic substances.
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Professional Advice
Any opinion or statement contained in this
document is made on a general basis and the
Promoters has not given any consideration to
nor have they made any investigation of the
Investment objective, financial situation or
particular need of any user or reader, any specific
person or group of persons. Investors are advised
to make their own assessment of the relevance,
accuracy and adequacy of the information
contained in this document and conduct
independent investigations as may be necessary
or appropriate for the purpose of such assessment
including the investment risks involved. Investors
should consult an appropriate professional advisor
for legal, tax, accounting, or investment advice
specific to their situation. If Investors are unsure
about the meaning of any of the information
contained in this document, they should consult
their financial or other professional advisor.
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(i) the content contained in this document is
provided for information purposes only and
will not be regarded as advice on securities
or collective investment schemes or other
financial or investment advice;
(ii) none of the information contained in this
document constitutes a solicitation, offer,
opinion, or recommendation by us to buy
or sell any security, or provision of legal, tax,
accounting, or investment advice or services
regarding the profitability or suitability of any
security or investment;
(iii) you should not rely on this document as
the sole means of making any investment
decision relating thereto and you should seek
professional, independent and specific advice
on any such investment decision;
(iv) the value of the underlying assets of this
Investment can be volatile and illiquid and
may fluctuate significantly or be affected by a
broad range of risk factors;
(v) this document is not intended for use by,
or distribution to, any person or entity in
any jurisdiction or country where such use
or distribution would be contrary to law or
regulation; and
(vi) this document has not been authorised
or approved by any regulatory body of
competent authority. Accordingly, you assume
all responsibility and risk for reliance upon
and the use of the document. The Promoters,
our agents, Directors, officers, employees,
representatives, successors, and assigns
expressly disclaim any and all responsibility
for any direct or consequential loss or damage
of any kind whatsoever arising directly or
indirectly from;
a. the use of this document,
b. reliance on any information contained in
this document,
c. any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such
information including, without limitation,
financial data, forecasts, analysis and
trends, or
d. any action or non-performance resulting
from the foregoing. This exclusion clause
shall take effect to the fullest extent
permitted by applicable laws.
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CRAIG THOMPSON
A career veteran of the e-waste industry, Craig pioneered the UK's first franchised collection
network for WEEE recycling well before the European WEEE regulations started in 2006.
After selling his WEEE recycling company in 2010 and saving the UK's only independent CRT
glass recycling company from closure (both companies are still active and trading today) his
focus moved to securing WEEE plastics globally for a Chinese processor. In 2017 with market
changes starting to be implemented on the export of plastics his focus moved to the supply
and installation of processing equipment for WEEE. This includes marketing equipment for
FPD Recycling®. With nearly 20 years’ experience as a WEEE recycler, commodity buyer and
recycling equipment solutions provider, Craig is ideally placed to assist FPD Recycling® on
reaching their goal for establishing a global network of FPD recycling machines.

FPD PRO®
MACHINE

GARY MOLONEY
Gary has a bachelor’s degree in applied mathematics, a master’s degree in quantitative
finance and a master’s degree in software engineering. Gary has co-founded multiple
successful start-ups over the years and seamlessly applies his immense knowledge to real
world commercial situations. With 20 years of experience in software engineering Gary has
developed mission critical web applications for IBM, Pfizer, Nestle, Stryker and Kerry Group.
Working as quantitative developer with Keelvar Systems and the University of Limerick,
Gary has extensive experience building complex scalable software for real-time monitoring
and data aggregation. Over the years Gary has forged strategic business relationships with
Microsoft, IBM, Nestle, Stryker and University of Limerick.

FPD RECYCLING®

DECLAN LYNCH
A chartered accountant with 25 years of experience dealing with multinational corporations.
An extremely versatile financial leader, Declan drives financial and operational performance
by leveraging his vast skill set and knowledge. Declan specialises in working with emerging
companies and has guided a number of high-profile start-up companies from the incubation
stage, through early-stage funding and on to successful commercialisation of technologies
and ideas. Declan has a solid track record of enhancing shareholder value by developing
strategies and structuring financial solutions in complex dynamic multi-national environments.
Areas of expertise include Corporate Structuring, Risk Management, International Tax
Planning, Corporate Governance, Funding and Investor Relations.

RECYCLING

PAUDY O’BRIEN
After various experiences in the energy sector, Paudy founded the Irish energy engineering
group, Shannon Power Management that went on to establish operations in several
international markets with the major market being Australia due to its meteoric resource
growth in 2010-2015. After appointing a CEO and exiting Australia, Paudy has since been
focused on developing various greenfield sustainability orientated projects as he believes
the continued rate of natural resource and energy consumption is not sustainable. It is
Paudy’s deeply held belief that when building a company from a one-dimensional concept
into a multi-dimensional living and breathing ‘organism’, it is much more about culture and
leadership than revenues. Having the right people with the right culture will deliver sustainable
business success, not just business achievements. The combination of Paudy’s experience
and his ability to communicate across cultures and industries enables him to manage project
finance, company structuring aswell as effective management of technical and project
scaling challenges and people leadership.
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FPD Recycling’s® senior management team have significant experience in the specific field of using automated
technology in recycling applications. The senior management team have in excess of 150 years of relevant
business experience. FPD Recycling’s® senior management team spearheaded the development of the FPD
PRO® with the support of a full technical team comprised of an environmental inspector, robotic, automation
and mechanical engineers, mercury handling specialist, e-waste recyclers and machine manufacturers and
designers. The Company has continued to grow the senior management team and made two key hires in
2022, Dmitry Ovchinnikov as Product Rollout Manager and Stephen Phelan as Business Development
Manager for New Technologies.
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STEPHEN PHELAN
Stephen has over 15 years’ experience, and a verifiable track record of managing and growing
businesses both personally, and for publicly traded, multi-national organisations in Europe,
the Middle East and Africa. In 2007, Stephen established the set-up of the Middle East's
first national e-waste recycling campaign in conjunction with the UAE Government and local
businesses which won the Lloyds TSB small business of the year. In 2009, he then founded
his own e-waste recycling business, and it became the first e-waste recycler in the Middle
East and Africa to be R2 certified. The business was acquired by The Sims Group in 2012.
Following a successful expansion of the business throughout the region, Stephen managed
the design and construction of their larger recycling facility in Dubai. He received the award
for the investment project with the highest impact by Dubai Government’s Foreign Direct
Investment Department in 2019. After almost 20 years in the Middle East, in 2020, Stephen
moved back to Ireland to set up and manage Sims' first ITAD facility based in the Midlands,
to service the growing datacentre industry.
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DMITRY OVCHINNIKOV
A program management professional with over 20 years of experience in both original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) and contract manufacturer (CM) Fortune 100 companies
in the high technology industry space. Dmitry has expert knowledge in projects in the areas
of Process, Quality and Product Engineering. He is highly skilled in strategic planning,
tactical execution and risk assessment with a working knowledge of the data analytics, data
visualisations, networking infrastructure and medical device manufacturing in highly regulated
environments. Dmitry has successfully completed several factory transfers for EMC2, Dell,
Data Domain, Jabra, Roche Diagnostics to multiple sites including Flextronics China, Hungary,
Austin, Memphis, Juarez NA, Cork Ireland, Celestica Dongguan China, Foxconn Guruji Brazil
from the quality, process, product, manufacturing and reporting perspectives, resulting in
successful general availability of products in multiple global locations. Over the course of
his career to date, he has also been involved in forward fulfilment B2B and B2C as well
as reverse logistics. He has served as regional quality manager for external manufacturing
sites, responsible for assessing problems at equipment manufacturers (EMs), aiding in
resolving these issues where possible, tracking issues and corrective actions, escalating
issues as warranted, and generally providing quality management and oversight of contract
manufacture’s (CM's) production.

INTRODUCTION

ARTHUR MIDDLETON
Arthur has a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering, and a master’s degree in
engineering design from University College Dublin and attained his Chartered Engineer status
in 1991. Arthur has 30 years’ experience in factory automation, machine design and product
engineering in high, medium and low volume manufacturing industries. Prior to 2004, Arthur
worked as an engineer in Scotland and Australia and since 1990 has lived in Ireland. With
a skill set in automating design he has worked across a number of sectors including but
not limited to manufacturing consumer products, aerospace devices, computer-hardware
and recycling technologies. Arthur has the ability to identify and realise technical solutions
for complex engineering and technical issues. Among his many achievements is the design
and build of the world’s first fully automatic tennis ball assembly machine for Head-Penn
Racquet Sports.
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DEFINITIONS

C Ordinary Shares

C Ordinary Shares of €0.01 each in the share capital of the Company.
These shares are voting shares and carry no dividend or distribution rights.

Convertible Redeemable
Preference Shares

Convertible redeemable preference shares of €1.00 each in the share
capital of the Company. These shares are capped at a €1.28 return per
each €1.00 invested and have certain conversion rights attaching. These
shares are non-voting shares.

A Convertible
Redeemable Preference
Shares

A Convertible redeemable preference shares of €1.00 each in the share
capital of the Company. These shares are capped at a €1.35 return per
each €1.00 invested and have certain conversion rights attaching. These
shares are non-voting shares.

B Convertible
Redeemable Preference
Shares

B Convertible redeemable preference shares of €1.00 each in the share
capital of the Company. These shares are capped at a €1.28 return per
each €1.00 invested and have certain conversion rights attaching. These
shares are non-voting shares.

C Convertible
Redeemable Preference
Shares

C Convertible redeemable preference shares of €1.00 each in the share
capital of the Company. These shares are capped at a €1.28 return per
each €1.00 invested and have certain conversion rights attaching. These
shares are non-voting shares.

D Convertible
Redeemable Preference
Shares

D Convertible redeemable preference shares of €1.00 each in the share
capital of the Company. These shares are capped at a €1.28 return per
each €1.00 invested and have certain conversion rights attaching. These
shares are non-voting shares.

Closing Date

4.30pm on Saturday, 31 December 2022 or such earlier date as the
Directors at their absolute discretion shall determine.

Company

Peregrine Technologies (Holdings) Limited.

Constitution

The constitution of the Company (available for inspection at the
Company’s Registered Office).

Data Protection
Legislation

Means all applicable laws and regulations relating to personal data and
privacy which are from time to time applicable to any Group Company
(or any part of their business) including the EU Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC and the EU Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive
2002/58/EC, any amendments and replacement legislation including the
General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (the “GDPR”), the Data
Protection Acts 1988 to 2018 and any statutory instrument, order, rule or
regulation made thereunder, and European Commission decisions, binding
European Union and national guidance and all national implementing
legislation, as from time to time amended, extended, re-enacted or
consolidated and the terms “data controller”, “data processor”, “process”
and “personal data” shall have the meanings given to those terms in such
data protection laws and regulations.

Directors

The directors of the Company listed in the Officers and Advisers section of
this Investment Memorandum.
FPD RECYCLING 2022 EIIS
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B Ordinary Shares of €0.01 each in the share capital of the company.
These shares are non-voting shares and may be issued to key employees
under an ESOP.
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B Ordinary Shares

EIIS RELIEF

A Ordinary Shares of €0.01 each in the share capital of the Company.
These shares are non-voting shares.
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A Ordinary Shares

FPD PRO®
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The application form to be completed by prospective Investors who wish to
participate in the Investment.

FPD RECYCLING®

Application Form
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The scheme of Income Tax relief for investments in corporate trades as
provided for in Part 16 Relief for Investment in Corporate Trades (Sections
488-508Z) of the Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997, as amended.

ESOP

Employee Share Option Scheme

Illustrative Financial
Information

The illustrative financial projections and all the other illustrative financial
information included in this Investment Memorandum.

Investment Memorandum
/ Memorandum / this
document

Convertible redeemable preference shares of €1.00 each in the share
capital of the Company. These shares are capped at a €1.28 return per
each €1.00 invested and have certain conversion rights attaching. These
shares are non-voting shares.

Investor

Person or persons who invest in the EIIS Private Placement.

Linked Enterprise(s)

Enterprises (businesses carried on as a sole trade or in a company) where:
• one enterprise holds the majority of the voting rights in the other
enterprise;
• one enterprise can control the board of the other enterprise;
• one enterprise has a right to exercise dominant control over the other
because of a contract or because of something in the enterprises’
constitutions; or
• one enterprise, which is a shareholder in another enterprise, can actually
control that other enterprise because of a shareholder agreement.
This relationship may also be traced through a natural person. In that
instance the enterprises will only be linked where the two enterprises are
in the same or adjacent markets (that is, either operating in the market
downstream or upstream of the qualifying company).

Partner Enterprises

Two enterprises are considered partner enterprises where they are not
linked enterprises and where one enterprise (either solely or along with
linked enterprises) holds 25% or more of the share capital or voting rights
of another enterprise.
This relationship may also be traced through a natural person. In that
instance the enterprises will only be linked where the two enterprises are
in the same or adjacent markets (that is, either operating in the market
downstream or upstream of the qualifying company).

Planned Investment
Period

Four (4) years

Preference Shares

15% Cumulative Redeemable Preference Shares of €1.00 each in the
capital of the Company.

Projections

The financial tables included in Section 6 of this document but excluding
the Illustrative Example of Potential Return on Investment.

Promoter

Mr. Paudy O’Brien
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Planned Exit Date

EIIS RELIEF

Peregrine Technologies Trust Limited,
1F North Valley Business Centre,
Mallow Road,
Cork
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Nominee
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Employment and
Investment Incentive
Scheme (EIIS)

FPD RECYCLING®

Holders of EIIS Shares that invested in the Company as part of the EIIS
Private Placement.
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EIIS Private Placement /
Investment
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The Company and its partner enterprises and linked businesses within
the meaning of Annex 1 of the EU Commission’s General Block Exemption
Regulation (GBER).

Statement of
Qualification

Statement to an investor, provided by the company in which an EIIS
investment is made, to the effect that the company is a qualifying company
and the investment is a qualifying investment within the meaning of Section
496 of the Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997.

Total Income Relief

Relief available against income from all sources as calculated in
accordance with the Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997, as amended.

WENTWORTH / the Firm

WENTWORTH Chartered Accountants,
1E North Valley Business Centre,
Mallow Road,
Cork

2022 EIIS Private
Placement

The subscription described in this Investment Memorandum in the
Company of up to €2,500,000 in aggregate for up to 2,500,000 D
Convertible Redeemable Preference Shares intended to be closed on or
before 31 December 2022.
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RICT Group

FPD RECYCLING®

Convertible Redeemable Preference Shares of €1.00 each, A Convertible
Redeemable Preference Shares of €1.00 each, B Convertible Redeemable
Preference Shares of €1.00 each, C Convertible Redeemable Preference
Shares of €1.00 each, or D Convertible Redeemable Preference
Shares of €1.00 each in the share capital of the Company.
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Qualifying or Eligible or
EIIS Shares
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IMPACT INVESTMENT

A true Impact
Investment
promoting
Sustainability
and the Circular
Economy

Increase
Recycling,
reduce waste
and generate
Carbon Offset

FPD
Recycling®
2022 EIIS

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT

Alternatives are
uncorrelated from
the direction of the
Financial Markets and
the performance of
Traditional Asset
Classes (equities,
bonds and
cash)

FPD Recycling
2022 EIIS a
genuine Alternative
Investment
Strategy:
Private Equity

True Portfolio
Diversification
Potential for Wealth
Preservation when
Financial Markets
or Traditional Asset
Classes are falling

FPD Recycling
Nexus Innovation Centre
Tierney Building, University of Limerick
V94 NYD3, Limerick, Ireland
eiis@fpdrecycling.com
(021) 421 7333
www.fpdrecycling.com

